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The impact and instrumentalization of collective memory has been broadly addressed in nationalist/authoritarian contexts, albeit very much less in democratic ones. France's national identity has been very much constructed on its rich History, and still upholds today—to the world but most of all for its citizens—an image of “Homeland of Human rights” rooted on the 1789 French Revolution. The thesis questions this image as to its origins, validity and perpetration through the years. In the light of this idealized national image, it then addresses the current counterterrorism measures adopted by the French State since 2015 Charlie Hebdo dreadful attacks.

Through an analysis of the stakes and implication of the measures taken—an endlessly renewed state of emergency, then a new law in 2017—the study highlights the threat of counterterrorism, and the hypocrisy of that present situation regarding the Homeland of Human rights image. Secondly, the study questions the potential interaction between these two elements: how the image actually appears strengthened by the current situation on the one hand, and how this situation's gravity might be cloaked by the glorious image on the other hand. The thesis in the end highlights the dangerousness of counterterrorism measures in particular, and on a broader picture questions the collective memory process' implications in this context: as it is known to transform past historical events, could it not also have a similar deforming impact on current events? In the French case, the idealized Homeland of Human rights image could then weaken the society's immune system to recognize and fight against threats. Without reaching a conclusive terms, for further studies on the topic would be needed, the French society's—usually famous for their protest culture—passivity towards the current situation indeed seem to support such an impact.
ABBREVIATIONS

CM  Collective memory
HHR  Homeland of Human rights
HR  Human rights
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INTRODUCTION

‘The state is always looking to limit liberty, and a terrorist emergency provides a fine opportunity’

Jeremy Waldron

When addressing terrorism issues, emphasis is often put on the uniqueness and greatness of the mortal threat it represents. In the post-2001 era, most of European citizens’ awareness of these features has been shaped and developed over the years. Nonetheless, as countries that have been targeted – though not exclusively those – take action to combat this threat, another question arises. Indeed counterterrorism measures are, in turn, very likely to restrict or reshape a number of liberties, in order to provide a greater security nationwide. The dilemma of the State when operating a balance between these two core elements is an ancient one: the terrorism context can be said to be just another example. However the shock generated by 21st century's new wave of attacks in the Western world has created an unprecedented climate amongst the global population, and has led to the adoption of particularly strong counterterrorism measures. The latter cannot just be accepted blindly, but have to be critically analyzed.

France has been under the yoke of this new terrorism since 2015 Charlie Hebdo attacks. Several others followed\(^2\), and with them the rise of an anxiety climate within the population, as well as the pressure for the government to react. The state of emergency was declared on November 13\(^{th}\), day of the 2\(^{nd}\) dreadful attacks in Paris, initially for a limited period of twelve days. Since then, it has been prolonged six times, before finally being called off with great pomp on November 1\(^{st}\) 2017: the state of emergency was no more. A subsisting detail nevertheless, one day before had been promulgated a new law, presented as to solve those security issues in a lasting way. It


\(^{2}\) They will be further detailed hereinafter
enshrined numerous of the once *exceptional* measures of the state of emergency into the *common* legislation. Thus, in the name of combating terrorism, the restrictions to long-acquired liberties and extension of police and administrative powers made their way into the permanent French law. While a strong public action is obviously not automatically to condemn – terrorist threat is real and needs to be dealt with –, the spectrum of this law is nevertheless worrying.

Such securitarian drifts have been observed in other contexts: i.e. France is not a specific case on this sole ground. Nevertheless, one national particular element undeniably sheds a new light while assessing the implication of the never-ending state of emergency and its perpetuation in the 2017 law. France, at least since 1789 and the *Révolution Française*, is regularly presented and perceived as the ‘Homeland of Human rights’ – ‘*Patrie*³ des droits de l’Homme’ – which precise content will be exposed hereinafter. The statement is strong, as the term “*patrie*” encompasses not only historical elements grounding this image, but also its persistence until nowadays. Yet these two elements are broadly unquestioned in the French landscape, and much more taken for granted as a mere fact. Indeed, the image is perpetrated through the years and undeniably enshrined in the citizens’ minds. The liberty-threatening drift observed nowadays, in the counterterrorism spectrum, is even more interesting to consider when put in parallel with this idealized perception/presentation of France.

This specific context provides an opportunity to question the very meaning and raison-d’être of France’s golden image on one hand, and of course to point at the current problematic measures taken by the State to fight terrorist attacks on the other hand. From this starting point, the thesis will pursue several connected objectives. First of all, to reveal the apparent contrast, at first sight, between those two elements – between image and reality. However underneath this task, the study will also aim at highlighting the overlooked threat of counterterrorism, and at questioning the potential impact of France’s idealized image on the latter. These elements appear particularly relevant to address, as while the current counterterrorism measures have been decried quite unanimously by NGOs, HR institutions and media, the overall image of France – and most of all its perception by the French citizens – does not seem to totter.

³ Also often referred to as ‘*pays*’ – country - or ‘*berceau*’ – cradle.
In order to understand and reflect on these issues, an emphasis will be put on the process and impact of collective memory - understood notably by the French historian Pierre Nora as “the memory or set of memories, conscious or not, of a lived and/or mythicized experience by a living collectivity, of the identity in which the feeling of the past is an integral part”\(^4\).

**RESEARCH QUESTIONS**

The thesis will address the present situation in France by following three connected aims:

- challenging the rarely questioned HHR image
- highlighting the current threat of counterterrorism
- addressing the potential impact of the first element on the perception of the second by the population

The objective is therefore to evaluate the (in)adequacy between image and reality, and further to reflect on the hypothesis that the perpetration of the image of France as the “HHR” can impact its population’s ability to fight new threats, such as current counterterrorism measures. The second part of this postulate implies that these measures are a threat, it will therefore be a central part of the research to demonstrate so. Using the prism of collective memory, the thesis will address three main questions to reach its objectives:

- how to explain the existence and persistence of this “HHR” image in French society?
- to what extent does France live up to its image while responding to the terrorist threat?
- can the image support or impeach the population criticism/resistance to these responses?

The thesis will address these issues in awareness that the last question might only lead to partial answers, as a full scale quantitative empirical research exceeded this study's scope. The hypothesis will therefore be accessed through theoretical and empirical arguments pointing into a direction, however aware that further research is needed to fully confirm its likelihood.

This study appears relevant on several grounds. First, although the HHR is very widely spread amongst the population, there is very little literature thoroughly questioning it: there are critical papers on some specific issues contrasting with HR standards in French case – recently about

laïcité and the Islamic veil for example—however not much on the overall presentation of France and its potential impacts. Second, in a broader picture, i.e. beyond the specific French case, the thesis will also question the role of collective memory in dealing with the past and shaping the present - this in a consolidated democracy. Indeed the impact of an idealized image, through legitimation of past events, has mainly been used in literature to address nationalist mechanisms for example. Third, the issue of counterterrorism is still often overlooked, even if scholars address it more thoroughly since 2001, albeit often with a US focus. Yet in an era where these terrorist attacks are becoming ubiquitous, and radical governmental responses tend to normalize, the topic needs to be highlighted and assessed critically. France, which finally called off a 2-years long state of emergency and immediately pursued it in a common new law, provides an undeniably relevant ground for such an analysis.

**METHODOLOGY**

The theoretical framework of this research will mainly rely on the concepts of collective memory, securitization, and counterterrorism. It will use historical, political, sociological and legal considerations: an interdisciplinary choice made as to encompass the complexity of the issues addressed. Academic literature on the issues indicated above will nourish the thesis at each of its steps. In addition to this indispensable element will also be used, notably: considerations of history events, History education, political discourse, legal documents and theories, analysis of protests, media coverage, and an original survey. The latter —annexed to the thesis- has been created for the purpose of this research: due to the thesis’ limited scope, it cannot be considered as a central basis for argumentation, nevertheless it will permit to support or contradict several elements in a practical way. About the survey:

- 12 questions about the perception of France as the HHR, of the terrorist threat, of the governmental response to it.
- 194 people's sample, 187 French, 7 foreigners (whose answers have been treated accordingly).

---

6 Hamels, P-J, The use of history in democratization processes, EIUC (Master thesis), 2012
- responses collected between May 15th and July 13th 2018.

If the survey will undeniably back up some argumentation, the data collected will be nuanced for the sample is 1) relatively small and 2) on some aspects unrepresentative of the population’s diversity – notably as an excessive share of the sample come from a politicized and leftist background. As an example, to the question “Do the topics in this survey matter to you?”, 87% positioned themselves answered positively. In comparison, only 17% of the French population declared to be “interested in politics” in general in a 2017 national survey\(^8\).

The thesis will limit its scope to France’s specific case. Comparison with analogue situations in others countries will be occasionally evoked, however not on a systematic basis.

OUTLINE

Part I will challenge the ‘Homeland of Human rights’ image’s construction and legitimacy, through the concept of collective memory.
Part II will highlight the contrast between this image and the current situation, underlining the often overlooked threat of counterterrorism.
Finally, Part III will question the possible interaction between the two elements exposed in the previous parts. On the one hand, how is the image resisting to the current situation, and on the other hand, what is the impact of the idealized collective memory in this context. The citizens' apparent passivity towards the elements exposed in Part II notably appear to reveal an influence of the HHR image on the perception of the threat. This final part will however address these issues in a cautious way, aware of the need for further research to explore them more conclusively.

\(^8\)Statista, “Intérêt des Français pour la politique en 2017“, Statista.com, 2018
PART I

A SELF-PROCLAIMED “HOMELAND OF HUMAN RIGHTS”: SHAPING AN IDEALIZED COLLECTIVE MEMORY

“If one controls people’s memory, one controls their dynamism”

Michel Foucault

The construction of a country's collective memory appears indeed a major element to consider (1), and the existence in France of this “Homeland of Human rights” image certainly fits in this mechanism. While it is undeniably rooted in actual parts of French History (2), it has not been supported only by these, but constructed and shaped by a chosen presentation of the country's past and current role in the promotion and protection of Human rights and democratic values. These are elements that have been notably undertaken by the State, and that have enshrined the image in the French citizens' mind (3).

---

CHAPTER 1
UNDERSTANDING THE IMPACT OF COLLECTIVE MEMORY

First of all, need is to clarify the core notions and elements on which the next parts will rely. Indeed, in order to later discuss the legitimacy of France’s image as the HHR, the latter needs to be presented (3), after having underlined the complex process of collective memory it is part of (1) and its potentiality to instrumentalization (2).

1.1. DEFINITION

Concept and implications

The concept takes its roots in the beginning of the 20th century in Europe. With the idea of questioning the relation between a certain generation and their collective past, several scholars addressed this issue under different terms. Notably the works of Carl Jung, who developed a theory of “collective unconscious”\(^{10}\), and of Emile Durkheim with his study of “collective effervescence”\(^{11}\). But it was one of the latter’s students, the French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs, that firstly – in a significant way – theorized the actual concept of collective memory in the early 1900s. He notably wrote the founding\(^{12}\) book *La memoire collective* posthumously published in 1950\(^{13}\), in which he advanced the idea of a group memory existing beyond individual memories, the former impacting strongly the latter’s’ perception of the past\(^{14}\). The idea is that a given group has a common memory, shared and constructed by its social structures and institutions: the group may differ but can refer to a nation for example, as in our case with France. Since this initial conceptualization, numerous academics pursued – or challenged – Halbwachs’ work in the field of sociology, but also in others such as psychology, history, or political science. These different angles provide a very diverse but complex overview, which

\(^{10}\) Jung, C.G., *The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious*, 1959

\(^{11}\) Durkheim, E., *Les Formes élémentaires de la vie religieuse*, 1912

\(^{12}\) Yet unfinished, he died in Buchenwald concentration camp in 1945


does not enable to reach a consensus on the definition of collective memory. Furthermore, some criticized the concept as too simplistic, and claim that there actually is a way broader set of memories. In any case, collective memory (CM) can be elementary presented as “an intricate set of cues by which the past is invoked to make sense of the present”. For the purpose of this thesis, CM will be understood more precisely as a socially constructed perception of the collective past, constituting a central and inherent element of communal identity.

The concept encompasses two processes. On one side is CM creation, by which recent events’ memories pass from only a small portion of a community to all the latter’s members. On the other side is CM maintenance, by which the community’s past’s memories are carried forward to the current members.

Now to understand the specificity of the concept, it is crucial to underline the distinction between memory and history. Pierre Nora, French historian, undertook major works on collective memory and identity in the last century. He drew the line between the two notions that are “far from being synonymous”, although easily entwined. Where on the one side history is past, fixed, factual; on the other memory is living, evolving, interpreted. While history is intellectual and critical, memory is affective and mythicized. The basis of history lies in the past, those of memory still exist in the present. Finally, history aims at being comprehensive and one, where memory is selective and multiple: there are as many memories as there are groups. The two concepts appear therefore not only different, but even in a way opposed, as “collective memory constitutes the appropriate counterpart to history”, and vice versa. Indeed, while a thorough historical prism would essentially deconstruct a given collective memory, CM shapes and selects historical truths subjectively in a way that removes its scientific substance.

---

17 Zelizer, B., “Seeing the Present, Remembering the Past: Terror’s Representation as an Exercise in Collective Memory”, Television & New Media, 19(2) 136–145, 2018
18 Hamels, P-J, The use of history in democratization processes, EIUC (Master thesis), 2012
21 Boivin, J., « De la place du passé dans le présent : maladies vénériennes et mémoires collectives dans le Québec contemporain », Conserves mémorielles, 4, 2007
22 Ricoeur, P., Memory, History, Forgetting, University Of Chicago Press, 2004
Collective identity

Numerous theories have tried to identify a common identity within a targeted group, for example the national one. As the present study aims at addressing a common perception of France by its citizens, these theories are particularly relevant. However such an exercise can prove delicate as the border is thin between, on one hand, attaching specific collective features to a people because of its nationality and, on the other hand, some kind of racism or at least stereotypes; some theories have therefore been criticized and rejected on these grounds. Nevertheless, still several main ones remained to support such a common identity. The existence of a collective identity has been explained as a response to the need, for a group, to define itself vis-à-vis others in order to attribute meaning to itself and in a stable way over time. Indeed it is a form of social identity, which results from the urge of any cognitive structure to classify the world around them, and to position themselves accordingly: it is the identification of oneself as part of a community –for example national– which then enables a comparison with others.

Coming back to the CM concept, and accordingly to its previously established definition, guiding the construction of a collective identity is precisely a core function of collective memory. The main reason for this is that collective identity fosters a community’s unity, and at the same time is itself fostered by this unity: if there is no unity, the identity loses its collectiveness. Now, on the other hand, the building of the community’s unity is also undeniably helped by the awareness of a common past: by the interactional construction of collective memories. This element highlights the appealing character of CM’s instrumentalization for and by the State: in order to enhance national unity, which can then serves several purposes.

1.2. INSTRUMENTALIZATION

The history/memory opposition in CM relies mostly on their respective objectivity/subjectivity,

---

23 The theory of National character was, for example, very popular and progressively faded away
and one underlying implication of this is crucial to understand collective memory. The specific features of collective memory presented above indeed entail another opposition: memory is not truth. Oppositely, it is a socially constructed entity, as stated in the chosen definition. As CM is multiple and individualized, one may illusorily attribute his or her memory of the communal past to him/herself as the original owner. Howbeit this instinctive interpretation is overlooking CM’s real nature. Its affective, selective and evolving character makes it, in fact, a very receptive and vulnerable subject to instrumentalization; and what one might consider as his or her own perception is actually most likely the product of the shaping of the past by (a) third party/ies. This underlines an essential element for this thesis, which is the “interconnected conceptual triad of history, memory, and narrative”. In this context careful attention must be put on who does this narrative and for what purpose: i.e. who is/are the third party/ies. The most obvious answer in this matter is the State, for indeed, when considering the two processes of CM, it is the most powerful actor to influence them: the State is the main guarantor of current events’ and even more past’s transmission to the population. But more broadly, the third parties co-framing collective memory usually belong to the political sphere. Indeed, collective memory has already proven to represent a major tool for politicians to legitimate their positions and shape the citizens’ perception of various issues.

The stake is primordial, as numerous cases in history show that who writes history can in fact shape the future. The political usages of the past are indeed broadly recognized and multiply exemplified by nationalist politics, with 20th century dreadful events such as the Holocaust or the Spanish civil war that were supported by diverse types of “historiographical nationalism”. Historians in this era played an undoubtfully decisive role in legitimating – or even initiating –

---

29 Ricoeur, P., *Memory, History, Forgetting*, University Of Chicago Press, 2004
30 Freeman, M., *Rewriting the Self- History, Memory, Narrative*, Routledge, 1993
32 CM creation and CM maintenance, Cf Part I, 1.1. Definition
34 Hamels, *supra* note 18
those acts of violence: whether in Germany with the *Generalplan Ost*, in former Yugoslavia for the ethnic cleansing and genocide, or in Greece with the *Megali* idea\(^36\).

The past’s instrumentalization in authoritarian or totalitarian contexts is therefore well-established. It is however very much less addressed, or even neglected, in democratic contexts. Yet the potentiality for that political use, although maybe smaller in democratic societies, does not disappear, and thus needs be taken into account. Indeed, it is the State’s institutions that are the most influent actor regarding how the communal past is transmitted and shaped\(^37\), through various means that will be discussed hereinafter. However, it is true that the term “instrumentalization” may imply some kind of malicious intent, as in the mentioned examples of murderous regimes; it might then appear misplaced to apply the claim of instrumentalization to a democratic State. In this regard, instrumentalization will be considered in this thesis as more neutral: using the past narrative as an instrument to achieve a goal –without presupposing anything about this goal. Indeed the goal can actually serve even democratic purposes, as some scholars established that collective identity not only grounds social and political institutions, but that “one of the very objectives of any democratic order entails the preservation of these established identities (preferably national identity)”\(^38\). However the question is worth to be asked even considering a less democratic instrumentalization, and even more nowadays: the shaping of the past is indeed particularly relevant in what some call the current post-truth world, where “objective facts are less influential in shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief”\(^39\). Where we already underlined CM’s complicated relation with truth, this specific context seems to foster potential political uses of it\(^40\).

1.3.FRANCE’S PRIDE

*National pride*

As this thesis addresses the case of French image’s idealization, another concept in the same vein that those just evoked is interesting to mention: national pride. It is sometimes hastily associated

\(^{36}\) *Ibid*
\(^{37}\) Obradovic, *supra* note 31
\(^{38}\) Hamels, *supra* note 18
\(^{39}\) Oxford dictionary, “Post-truth”, on oxforddictionaries.com
\(^{40}\) de Saint-Laurent, *supra* note 33
with patriotism, although the latter is actually more a consequence of the former than an equivalent. It was previously explained that collective identity was a social identity, based on the need for a group to position itself to others. National pride is a perception of the national collective by the group, therefore it follows the social identity idea with an additional element: when positioning itself, the group aims at a feeling of positive distinction. Such an objective necessarily impact how national collective identity is constructed, as it can be fostered or undermined by the latter's content. This CM, instrumentalized by the State, can in this context serve as to foster national pride.

National pride is a delicate entity to assess, as it relies on multiple –and contradictory– components: citizens can be proud of some elements and ashamed by others. In this regard, French citizens’ pride in their country cannot be asserted certainly by any mean, nonetheless regular surveys at the national scale enable to give a significant overview. In 2016, 75% of the population declared they were proud of being French –the survey also indicated the previous years from 2013 on, with substantially the same results; a 2017 survey from another source comforted this tendency with again a 75% rate, a third of the respondents even declaring themselves “very proud” of their country. These results, already quite significant, must even be considered with one specificity of French people –also illustrated in various surveys: i.e. their renowned pessimistic and ever-complaining character. These 75% can therefore be analyzed as even a pale representation of French’s actual pride, in the sense others national group would consider it.

The Homeland of Human rights

At all events, as was just evoked, national pride is not one homogeneous entity, but the addition of multiple elements. Elements fostering this national pride would paint the nation in positive and glorious colours, as to make citizens able to position themselves above other national groups if compared. In this regard, France’s qualification and presentation as the “Homeland of Human rights” (HHR) appears particularly interesting to consider. This expression – in French *Patrie des Human rights* at all events, as was just evoked, national pride is not one homogeneous entity, but the addition of multiple elements. Elements fostering this national pride would paint the nation in positive and glorious colours, as to make citizens able to position themselves above other national groups if compared. In this regard, France’s qualification and presentation as the “Homeland of Human rights” (HHR) appears particularly interesting to consider. This expression – in French *Patrie des Human rights*
droits de l’Homme, sometimes Pays des droits de l’Homme⁴⁷ – is mainly used in schools, universities, governmental speeches, official documentation, and media⁴⁸. The thesis original survey established that 97% (188 out of 194) of respondents knew this expression as to qualify France⁴⁹. The answer can be considered significant as the profiles are very diverse in age (16 to 80 y.o.), residence (big French cities, suburbs, medium and small cities, towns, villages, and French living abroad), occupation (student, retired, unemployed, executive, civil servant, teacher, manual worker, etc.) notably. However, as mentioned in the introduction, a notable problematic element is that the sample is likely to be more interested/informed about this topic than a scientifically representative survey at the national scale, as a large part of the respondents is rather to very politicized. At all events, the evoked result still gives a strong picture of how widespread this image is amongst very different layers of the French population. Now this expression does not entail that 1) the postulate is necessarily used to praise France and 2) that the population agrees with it. However here also the survey gives quite clear answers: 15 times more respondents said that the expression was used positively, compared to negatively⁵⁰, and 65% of them declared that this image was justified in their eyes⁵¹. The HHR image then seems to correspond to a widely positive and shared understanding of the nation by its citizens: therefore clearly an element likely to foster their national pride. An additional consequence to underline is that, if the image is broadly spread and agreed upon, most of French citizens actually accept this qualification of their country as a fact. More than just an expression, it then can provide them with a confidence in the State’s guarantees and standards regarding Human rights.

French image as HHR is spread in the society as to represent an overt component of French national identity. Its overall positive connotation and trusted value by the citizens makes it an element contributing to their national pride, the latter closely linked to the nation’s collective identity, in turn strongly impacted by collective memory. It is now necessary to understand which elements of the collective past ground this image, and to what extent they rely on idealized facts.

---

⁴⁷ Country of Human rights  
⁴⁸ Survey Q. 2 – i.e. survey question n°2, idem for the following references  
⁴⁹ Survey Q.1  
⁵⁰ Survey Q.3  
⁵¹ Survey Q.5
CHAPTER 2
ROOTING THE IMAGE IN ACTUAL FACTS

National pride expresses itself in two ways: cultural-historical pride and economic-political pride\(^{52}\). They can both be found in the following elements which base France's image of HHR, whether in reality or in French citizens’ psyche. The two entities as difficult to differentiate, for as Raymond Rudorff put it, France is founded on “great myths which have been repeated for so long that they have been taken for realities, and like most myths they have a basis of historical truth”\(^ {53}\).

The elements have been organized in this chapter notably following the most common justifications given to legitimate the expression in the original survey. They will be exposed here in quite an uncritical way, and nuanced later as to their validity. Most obviously, the image takes its roots in France’s apparent pioneer role in HR and democracy which lies notably in the 1789 Declaration (1), a role then comforted by its omnipresence in international institutions (2). A less considered aspect is this time national, and has been widely evoked in the original survey, is French social model (3). Finally, the global flattering view of France on these issues participate to foster this idealized image on national soil (4).

2.1. PIONEER IN HUMAN RIGHTS AND DEMOCRACY

Original survey

The historical role of France in the recognition of promotion of HR and democratic values appears the most logical and evident ground to justify this image. Out of 194, 147 respondents answered\(^ {54}\) to the survey question “Does this image seem justified to you?”\(^ {55}\) –those who did not answer being for the most part agreeing with the image. At all events, the pioneer aspect came up


\(^{54}\) The possibility was left to not answer the survey’s “open” questions, i.e. not “tick” ones

\(^{55}\) Survey Q.6
regularly: “precursor in the guarantee of fundamental rights”, “country of emergence of these rights”, “at the origin of human rights”, “we are the firsts to have done it”, “determining role in the emergence of this concept”, etc. Now for the precise events justifying this position, the responses were unanimous: “Declaration of the rights of the Man and the Citizen” (26 occurrences), “French revolution” (14), “Enlightenment” (5), as well as a broad “history/historical events” (24) most likely encompassing the latter.

*Historical facts*

Some scholars even argue that France was “the country of liberty and human fraternity […] with tradition of openness and democracy” already before the Revolution\(^{56}\). Nevertheless, the very basis of France’s image can notably be traced back to the 18\(^{\text{th}}\) century and these well-known parts of French History. The three historical elements evoked above will be briefly presented chronologically, in order to give a sense of the validity of their justification of France’s image, or not. First of all, France is indeed often considered to be the main –at least one of the main– breeding ground of the Enlightenment\(^{57}\): the intellectual, philosophical, political movement that dominated Europe in the 17\(^{\text{th}}\) and 18\(^{\text{th}}\) century, based on progressive principles such as primacy of reason, emancipation from religion, preeminence of individual liberties, etc. It must be said that the movement was extremely wide and diverse\(^{58}\), and its contributors should not be considered as homogeneous. In any case, for each in their own different way, numerous of the emblematic philosophers that developed this movement were French: at an early stage Descartes, then Rousseau, Voltaire, Montesquieu and Diderot– one of the greatest written achievement of the Enlightenment was indeed edited by the latter with the *Encyclopédie*\(^ {59}\). However they were not exclusively French, one should not forget the influence of others such as, early on, the Dutch Spinoza or the English Locke and, later, the German Kant or the Scottish Smith. This period is indeed also known precisely to be one of prolific exchange and confrontation of ideas between great thinkers form *different* horizons. In spite of this, France has maintained a special status in

---


\(^{58}\) McLean, R., “The Enlightenment”, in *Historical Insights: Focus on Teaching*, History at the Higher Education Academy, 2010

\(^{59}\) Published between 1751 and 1772, it is divided in 35 volumes and has been realized with the contribution of dozens of thinkers and experts, the *encyclopédistes*: among them were the ones already cited and other such as d’Alambert or Daubanton.
the Enlightenment development: for scholars, and for its society, as this movement is said to have had a crucial role in the development of the French national identity.

France also holds this special place mainly for it has seen the practical completion of this intellectual turmoil, in one of the most famous revolutions worldwide. The Révolution française of 1789 is indeed considered by most to have succeeded in overthrowing the French absolute monarchy, but also to have influenced the whole (Western) world to follow its path. If other revolutions –notably the American one– preceded France’s, the latter is considered by a lot to have a unique and major dimension globally. Now, the core element that enshrined the French image as a pioneer in the Human rights history is, of course, the renowned Déclaration des droits de l’Homme et du citoyen – Declaration of the rights of the Man and the citizen. “Man” is the literal translation of “Homme”, however the French expression “droits de l’Homme” is less restrictive and tends to refer to the Anglophones’ “Human rights” –although rights consecrated in 1789 obviously did not consider sexes on an equal basis yet. In any event, the document consecrated a very progressive line of thinking when recognizing “natural, unalienable and sacred” rights. The text is considered as a reference all around the world, although it is not, properly speaking, the first of its kind: the English notably passed their Bill of rights a century earlier.

These elements appear the most logical and evident ground to justify the origin of the HHR image, albeit not its persistence until today. Indeed it could justify France to be called the country of birth of HR, but not of HR. Let us proceed to some more actual elements supporting the image for the citizens.

---

61 Brewer, D., *supra* note 57
64 Adopted on August 26 1789, full text on https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/Droit-francais/Constitution/Declaration-des-Droits-de-l-Homme-et-du-Citoyen-de-1789
65 Déclaration des droits de l’Homme et du citoyen, Preamble, August 26 1789
2.2. ACTOR IN INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

Original survey

This aspect was markedly less evoked in the survey than the historical reasons previously presented. They were of course mentioned: “involvement in the UN”, “creation of the LN”, “international legislation [inspired by the DRMC]”, more broadly some evoked France’s “foreign policy”, etc. ; however one must bear in mind that these elements – international organizations, international treaties, and in general legal considerations – are very poorly known by the population. This aspect is therefore not the most influent one when considering the perception of France’s image by the citizens themselves, nevertheless it is fundamental to mention as it still undeniably supports this image in current days.

Historical facts

French image as a central actor in the HR field indeed does not lie entirely in the ancient, albeit preeminent, legacies evoked above. The image perpetrated through a more recent History, starting from the 20th century. It is true that, when focusing on the last century, France can be regarded as one of the leading actor in the most influent institutions in the HR landscape. The most obvious example of the latter is the United Nations (UN), but its predecessor, the League of Nations, should not be ignored. The institution’s creation was provided for in the 1919 treaty of Versailles66. It came as an answer to the First World War’s disaster, and ensured that this would never happen again. But it also responded to a larger call for guarantees, for the world population to be able to live under a minimal quality of life – including issues such as labor conditions, native inhabitants’ treatment, human trafficking, and diseases preventions67. The League of Nations’ creation is provided for in the treaty which, although formally established by 2768 states, formally, was drafted mainly under the influence of four main ones: the United States, the United Kingdom, Italy and France. Although it is W. Wilson, on behalf of the USA, who carried the idea of the League, France’s presence in this ultimate global quartet shows its prominent importance. Besides, as the American Congress paradoxically refused to join the League, its executive body – the League Council – counted four permanent members, including France once

66 Treaty of peace with Germany (Treaty of Versailles), June 28 1919, entered into force January 10 1920  
67 League of Nations, Covenant of the League of Nations, signed in 1919, Art. 23  
68 32 states in reality, the United Kingdom speaking on the behalf of five others
again. The country was acknowledgingly, with the United Kingdom, its two most important members.

As the League of Nations eventually failed, the Second World War atrocities led, in a similar logic although more successfully, to the creation of a new organization: the UN, aiming at “maintain[ing] international peace and security”\(^{69}\). This original goal was however not the only one, as the 1945 Charter underlined in its preamble the determination “to reaffirm faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and women and of nations large and small”\(^{70}\). As one of the war’s losers, France was not invited at Dumbarton Oaks in 1944 to debate the details of the peace treaty that also created the UN. Nevertheless, it managed to become first tolerated and then an actual member of the Security Council\(^ {71}\), the very exclusive and powerful executive board of the new organization, alongside the winners of the war. In addition to this prime position in the general chart of this influential organization in HR related issues, France played a key role in the next big step\(^ {72}\) in the area: the redaction of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. French René Cassin, as one of the nine members of the drafting Committee, played a decisive role\(^ {73}\). And above that specific influence, the content of the text has been impacted in a deeper way by France as “the proclamation of human rights during the French Revolution -from which most historians date the beginning of the modern era- has had a major impact on the form and content of the UDHR”\(^ {74}\).

In the same way, at a regional level now –although not only, as the influence of the institution is actually global– France maintains itself as a historical and current predominant figure in the protection of HR in Europe notably through the Council of Europe, and by capillarity, the European Convention on Human Rights\(^ {75}\). Besides hosting the headquarters of the organization

\(^{69}\) United Nations, *Charter of the United Nations*, 1945, Art. 1  
\(^{70}\)Ibid, Preamble, §2  
\(^{75}\)European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, November 4 1950, in vigor since 1953
in Strasbourg, France was once again one the organization’s founding countries in 1949, and imposed itself in a strong manner.\footnote{Schmahl, S., Breuer, M., “Origin and further development”, in The Council of Europe: Its law and policies, Oxford Uni Press, 2017}

2.3. WELFARE STATE

*Original survey*

One aspect that is, oppositely to the precedent, widely known and cared about within a society is the social system the citizens are living in. Indeed, contrary to distant considerations such as international legal documents, this impacts more visibly and daily one country’s inhabitants. This aspect may not appear as obvious as the former one from a scholar perspective, however it is very anchored in the French society. It has indeed been broadly mentioned in the original survey to justify France’s image: “social policies”, “human values”, “right to strike and demonstration”, “public aid” for “healthcare”, “unemployment”, “education”, etc.

*Historical facts*

Before developing on this aspect, we must note that, as said above, the original survey sample relatively overrepresents the politicized and leftist part of the population – which tends to put a positive emphasis on social progresses\footnote{Atlantico, “Politique pour les riches, politique de droite, etc.”, Atlantico.fr, November 16 2017}. The result evoked must be appreciated in this regard. However, a 2012 national survey from a different source clearly supports this result: 82% of French people declared being attached to the French social model. Relevantly to our study, they even considered this model to be an important component of their national identity\footnote{LeParisien, Sondage: les Français plébiscitent leur modèle social", leparisien.fr, April 2 2012}.

The French social model derives from the welfare state, a “system that allows the government of a country to provide social services such as healthcare, unemployment benefit, etc. to people who need them, paid for by taxes”\footnote{Cambridge dictionary, “Welfare State“, cambridgedictionary.org}. France indeed became, in the aftermath of the WWII, one of the “most generous”\footnote{Ambler, J.S., The French Welfare State: Surviving Social and Ideological Change, NYU Press, 1993} welfare states globally by developing its social policies, based on solidarity, taxes and redistribution. The French resistance is seen as an important root of such a
development, notably through the 1944 National Resistance Council’s programme. Elaborated in the perspective of the most important measures to take after the liberation, it indeed advocated for “the establishment of a true economic and social democracy” which contained the main features of the welfare state to come in 1945. The main pillars of this system, nowadays, are the State support or system for (un)employment, housing, retirement, education, and healthcare – the latter is indeed ranked among the best in the world. Further are the progressive rights and weight of the trade unions, strikes, protests, etc. In the 2012 survey, French cited some of the most important features of the system to their eyes: health insurance (96%), SMIC – minimum wage (92%), the Labour Code (91%), unemployment insurance (90%), PAYG pension system (89%), family allowances (83%), public services (82%), minimum social benefits (74%), and 35 working hour-week (52%). For many of these elements, the State assistance and support is recognized as one of the highest of Europe.

Another element worth to mention when addressing French pride in their system’s values, is the one in those established as the primary principles defining the country: the national motto “liberté, égalité, fraternité”, and the practical completion it entails. The elements presented above partly illustrate notably the two last terms of the motto, and the survey incidentally gathered 14 references to “liberty”, and 5 to “justice” as justifying France’s image as the HHR.

2.4. WORLDWIDE REFLECTION

France’s glorified image does not only reach its citizens, but also impacts the worldwide vision of it. The country indeed beneficiates in most of the others of a similar – albeit less deep – biased perception. As an illustration, an American survey asked its readers to give their opinions on France in 2008. The question did not focus on Human rights or politics, answers could also concern culture or else. And still, on about 30 published answers, the elements evoked in the previous parts or generally supporting the HHR image rose quite strikingly: “incredible number

81 Andrieu, C., “Le programme du CNR dans la dynamique de construction de la nation résistante”, in Histoire@Politique, 24(3), 5-23, 2014
82 Ibid
83 CEU/EBSCO Library, France's page, on June 29 2018
84 LeParisien, “Sondage: les Français plébiscitent leur modèle social“, leparisien.fr, April 2 2012
85 Institut Kergevan (think tank), Le modèle social Français, 2016
87 CNN, “Your opinions on France“, cnn.com, June 3 2008
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of great philosophers and authors (from Voltaire and Rousseau to[...]), “France is the country of the DRMC, one of the bedrocks of democracy”, “The country was, and still is, the diplomatic center of the world”, “socialized healthcare and retirement, as well as the interest the government takes in the welfare of the citizens”, “the ability to enjoy [...] the famous ‘Liberté, Egalité, Fraternité’”, “Many people also consider France as the human rights country”, etc.

This sole survey cannot ground a firm conclusion, however it still illustrates how spread these elements are, even outside the French borders. Indeed the Déclaration des droits de l’Homme et du citoyen is globally known, and with it the Human rights’ image. It is also the case of the French motto “liberté, égalité, fraternité”, which aims at reflecting the HR values France upholds –allegedly. This motto even influenced foreign entities to adopt similar official maxims: countries, as it appears in the Indian constitution’s preamble, or political parties such as the Danish Social Democratic Party and the British Liberal Democrats. Furthermore, the image is spread at a cultural level, i.e. in the French clichés: examples are given by web articles or videos. The HHR expression is also used sometimes in the foreign media or academic articles – even if to refute it, participating to its enshrinement in people’s mind: “home of human rights”, “beacon of human rights”, etc. France’s image abroad undeniably impacts, in turn, how the French population perceives its own country. The elements evoked then surely participates at maintaining/ supporting the national myth in the French citizens’ eyes.

Several elements of the collective past and of the system’s current features therefore ground France’s image of HHR, elements fostering both cultural-historical and economic-political pride. As we established that this overall national pride is part of the French national identity, it is fundamental to understand how the CM—which impacts this identity— is constructed. Indeed,
regarding Chapter 1 conclusions, it is necessary to analyze how close French CM is to History, and to what extent it is shaped by the national authorities.
CHAPTER 3
SHAPING AND CULTIVATING THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY

Collective memory grounds itself in historical truths, that is what makes it powerful. However it is memory, and not history, precisely because its content comes to distance itself from these truths. This process can occurs naturally, as time shades some elements and transforms others. But it also is a well-known tool for States, which through various means will spread a national narrative nationwide. This récit national –in French– is, oppositely to history, selective/selected and oriented.

The construction of such a national narrative indeed serves to strengthen collective identity, thus foster the nation’s unity, a goal always cherished by the State. For the identity to foster unity however, the elements constituting the narrative must paint the country in a way that makes its citizens proud. The flattering HHR is an obvious example. National pride has been explained as based notably on “the positive affective bond to specific national achievements and symbols”\textsuperscript{96}. Indeed, one mean to support this process is through History education, as it roots the narrative in the citizens-to-be in a way that legitimate this version of History for the next generations (1). Then, the narrative is enshrined in the population’s mind continuously by the way a State presents himself, through official discourses and national symbols (2).

3.1. HISTORY EDUCATION

Importance of History

Almost 70\% of the original survey respondents heard the HHR expression in school\textsuperscript{97}, plus 20\% in university. History education in school appears therefore as the second principal vehicle of this image\textsuperscript{98}. History indeed, because it is the subject where the elements above mentioned are relayed –also in civic education courses, but the latter is often encompassed in History classes.

\textsuperscript{97} Understood as until the end of highschool
\textsuperscript{98} Survey Q.2
This appears obvious when briefly looking into French school curriculum\textsuperscript{99} and History books\textsuperscript{100}—“briefly” indeed, for a complete overview of French programs would have exceeded this thesis’s scope, however the elements appeared easily in the several books consulted. The fact that the image is spread by these means is very interesting for several reasons. First because we exposed the very tight and complex link between history and memory. How historical events are transmitted to the next generations represents a core aspect of how collective memory is shaped and possibly biased\textsuperscript{101}. Which elements are addressed, in what order and in which way, will define the national CM’s colour. Secondly, because education in schools—for 80\% of French students, state schools— are directly impacted by the State. We have underlined above how receptive CM can be to instrumentalization, notably by the powerful actor that is the State\textsuperscript{102}. Education is one main mean by which this impact can be assessed.

Thirdly, because history holds a particularly important place in France’s case, therefore must be considered even more thoroughly in this national context. Indeed it has been stated by numerous scholars that France’s construction and identity is very closely based on its history—that is, more than in most national cases. In order to foster its unity, France shaped its identity through history in a very oriented way. The country has constructed itself, not from the outside but from the inside: “French people history is their doing”\textsuperscript{103}. The historian Pierre Nora, who worked greatly on French identity, also highlighted—and criticized—this aspect. For him, history in France has been the core of national unity. However for dozens of years, history has been instrumentalized and substituted by memory\textsuperscript{104}. He therefore focused his research on a historiographical work, aiming at correcting this biased history education that had become so common in France. He did so mainly in \textit{Les lieux de mémoire}\textsuperscript{105}, where he addressed not so much the proper historical events of France’s history, but the way those have been taught, their construction through memory and myth. The books have been defined as “the grandest, most ambitious effort to

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{99} Ministry of National Education, \textit{Programme pour les cycles 2, 3, 4}, 2016
  \item \textsuperscript{100} 10\textsuperscript{th} grade History book: Nathan edition, 2014
  \item 10\textsuperscript{th} grade History book: Hathier edition, 2012
  \item 5\textsuperscript{th} grade History-Gergraphy book: Nathan edition, 2015
  \item 3\textsuperscript{rd} to 5\textsuperscript{th} grade Moral and civic education book, Hatier edition, 2015
  \item \textsuperscript{101} Nora, P., « Entre mémoire et histoire », in Nora, P., \textit{Les lieux de mémoire-Tome I, La Republique}, 1984
  \item \textsuperscript{102} Cf Part I, 1.2, Instrumentatization
  \item \textsuperscript{103} Lipiansky, E.M., “L’ideologie francaise” in \textit{L’identite francaise}, Ed de l’espace européen, 1991
  \item \textsuperscript{104} Toranian, V., “Interview of Pierre Nora”, \textit{revuedesdeuxmonodes.fr}, November 6 2017
  \item \textsuperscript{105} Nora, P., \textit{Les lieux de mémoire}, published between 1984 and 1992, consists of seven large volumes with essays by 120 collaborators
\end{itemize}
dissect, interpret and celebrate the French fascination with their own past” by the Lmy survey Angeles Times. The word fascination here is particularly interesting. As Pierre Nora puts it:

“The French identity suffers from its history, which is consubstantial to it, unlike other countries whose identity has been forged, for example, by language as in Germany or by the economy as in the Netherlands. France has indeed experienced a period, from the Revolution to General de Gaulle, during which was gradually woven a match between historians, politics and schools to write and transmit a great national narrative”

Regarding this particular bound between France, History, identity and memory, it is indispensable to understand not only what is being extentially taught to the new generations, but also what is partially or not taught. Indeed, when talking about memory, what is considered is not so much what elements are remembered, but also what is forgotten. The process of selective forgetting is in fact one core aspect of the construction of collective memory.

**Glorious elements**

The elements, evoked above, grounding the HHR image –and more broadly France’s glorious tradition– are heavily stressed upon in History education. Notably, France’s role during the Enlightenment and the impact of the French revolution constitutes 1) a major topic, 2) very regularly addressed and 3) in a way that often puts France as a pioneer and global influencer. In a 10th grade History book for example, when summarizing les Lumières, only French philosophers are evoked –mainly Diderot, Voltaire and Rousseau, and are said to have spread their ideas through France and Europe. As a result, French influence is emphasized, when foreign influence barely evoked. Stressing on glorious parts of national history is however quite a usual process in identity building, in order to foster national unity and pride. But even while these elements are not specific to our case, they are still very interesting to highlight in the French context. Furthermore, on the three main elements evoked that supports France HHR image for the citizens, all are often partially presented and therefore remembered in the French collective memory. The next part will underlines the overlooking of strikingly inconvenient
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108 Ricoeur, P., Memory, History, Forgetting, University Of Chicago Press, 2004
109 As the French translation of the Enlightenment, not French part of it
110 History books, supra note 100
111 Müller-Peters, supra note 25
events of French history, however we must also underline the common overlooking of the glorious events’ less flattering sides. First, regarding the Enlightenment, Revolution and 1789 Declaration. The latter are addressed as grounding the unique and progressive new HR and democratic values that France installed and swore to uphold. What is less mentioned –and very less present in the citizens’ idea of France –is the main criticism to this new HR regime: 1) sexist: rights of men, not of women (de Gouges) ; 2) racist: rights of French people, not of foreigners ; 3) abstract, imprecise: subject to misinterpretation (Condorcet) ; and 4) revolution vs evolution: too much rights proclaimed too fast (Burke, who actually criticized the Revolution on many points) ; etc. Secondly, when addressing France’s role in international organizations, an emphasis is put on France’s global influence and “rayonnement”, much less on its actual decline these past years on the global political stage. Thirdly, while the French social model/ welfare state is often praised, little emphasis is put on the defects of this model nowadays. Yet they are regularly denounced by scholars and journalists, pointing at a social model in crisis for several decades, notably compared to others – liberal or social-democrat.

Inconvenient elements

These were some overlooked aspects of still globally positive elements of French history or system. However an even more important side of how French CM is constructed, is linked to how some entire elements of this History are very often either minimized, or almost omitted, when referring to the period concerned. The mechanism is quite similar for several major embarrassing events in France’s History. They are not denied, nevertheless they are only briefly mentioned and cloaked by flattering events of the same time period. France’s image of HHR dates back to 1789, and so does the main events subjects to this mechanism.

112 When relevant, an example of thinkers that exposed the criticism will be mentioned in parenthesis
114 de Gouges, O., Déclaration des droits de la femme et de la citoyenne, 1791
117 Burke, E., Reflections on the Revolution in France, 1965
118 See hereinafter, in 3.2. Official discourses
120 Algan, Y., Cahuc, P., La société de défiance : comment le modèle social français s’auto-détruit, Broché, 2007
121 Lefebvre, A., Méda, D., Faut-il brûler le modèle social français?, Le Seuil, 2006
The first important one to evoke is the dreadful era of the Terror, which lasted from 1789 to 1794. Called by some “the cursed part of the Revolution”, it refers to a series of beheadings, massacres and arbitrary trials that occurred concomitantly with the revolutionary events. Even considering the horrendous casualties, this part of History is often just slightly evoked in the education system, and disappears in the collective mind behind the glorious Révolution française’s narrative and prestige. A more recent case concerns France’s role during the Second World War. When checking the raw facts: the country militarily lost the war, surrendered, and collaborated with Nazi Germany under the Vichy regime. Yet when talking about France in the WWII context, what most frequently comes up is the heroic French resistance; and when looking at the outcome of the war, France is actually part of the winner camp, and got its permanent seat at the UN. These positive elements such as the resistance movement are not derisory of course, but they are often emphasized in a way that cloaks the obscure part of the events. Indeed the Vichy regime was, for fifty years, unconsidered and France’s responsibility ignored. The latter was truly recognized only in 1995 with former President J. Chirac speech at the Vel d’Hiv, but still its memory cannot be considered complete. The events are no more really diminished or forgotten, as it is the case for other events evoked in this section: Vichy regime history is not denied, and its atrocities acknowledged. Nonetheless in the collective memory it still appears as a distant entity, not really connected to the country’s identity: real France was the free France, and Vichy an imposture, an error.

The colonization events also clash strongly with a HR champion image –however these events are generally not concealed or minimized. As school was one of the legitimizing institutions in the colonial era, it is particularly important that the topic is now addressed in schools from a
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122 The beginning year is debated, some prefer to start the period in 1792 or 1793 with the revolutionary trials. However it makes sense to even consider it started before with the royal beheadings of 1789, cf Martin, J.C, La Terreur: Part maudite de la Révolution, Ed. Poche, 2010
123 Martin, J.C, La Terreur: Part maudite de la Révolution, Ed. Poche, 2010
124 Armistice of June 22 1940, signed in Compiègne, France
125 From 1940 to 1944, headed by the Maréchal Philippe Pétain
127 Chirac, J., Speech for the 53th anniversary of the Vel d'Hiver raid (more than 13 000 people arrested), July 16 1995
critical point of view. Decolonization processes, on the other hand, are often watered-down – in school and in society in general. The most striking case in this context is of course the Algerian war, starting in 1954 until the former French colony’s independence in 1962. French military methods were highly criticized, notably a common use of torture and a very harsh repression on civilians. Notwithstanding its heavy toll, in France the war is still a taboo topic and its memory feeble: some even call it “the invisible war”. Of course no colonial history is flattering, however France’s is more tragic than others and still it remains “the quaint idea that, so often expressed in France, that France was, on the whole, a generous and beneficent colonizing power”.

These elements underline collective forgetting as an integral part of the CM process, which is indeed defined by its selectness. This mechanism leads the French population to develop, and believe, in a relatively one sided version of their History. This version presents France as a synonym of liberty, rights, and justice. When historical facts contrasting with this vision are mentioned, either the events are presented as minor, or France is presented as passive/victim in the process.

3.2. OFFICIAL PRESENTATION

Official discourse

The HHR image is supported by the way French History is taught and remembered, but also by the way France presents itself daily. Officially, a country’s public representation is the State, its representatives, its institutions and its symbols. The latter will be exposed in the following part. The former consist in the image the State officials decide to give of the country; to the world,
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129 Chambarlhac, V., “Enseigner la décolonisation dans l’actualité des débats”, Stage IUFM Dijon, November 17-18, 2005
131 Branche, R., La torture et l'armée pendant la guerre d'Algérie, Folio, 2016
132 Stora, B., La guerre invisible: Algérie, années 90, Presses de Sciences Po, 2001
133 Rudorff, R., supra note 53
134 Hirst, W., Building a collective memory: the case for collective forgetting”, Current Opinion in Psychology, 23, 88–92, 2018
and to its citizens. These elements can be found mainly in two sources: either official discourses, or official documents – issued by ministries for example. A comprehensive analysis of those would exceed this thesis’ scope, however a short overview of several ones will give an idea of how the French State support – or not – the HHR image through this official means.

Current French President Emmanuel Macron’s speech at the ECHR last November exemplifies how this image is perpetrated through the words of the State’s personification. He emphasized, from the very beginning and throughout the speech, 1) how HR and democratic values are a core feature of France’s identity and 2) how influent and decisive France has been/is to their promotion and protection globally. These two elements rejoin the two first ones grounding the HHR evoked above. Indeed, on the one hand he underlines the unique and tight link between HR and France: “France’s commitment to [HR] is long-standing” and later “profound”, but even more, Macron declare HR as being “inseparable from [France’s] deep identity”, affirming that “For us, the French, the freedoms project is a matter of honour but also of our very existence”. Not only the President presents this bound as a current reality, but as an element constitutive of France’s deep identity, dating back to “the DRMC of 1789 [but] even further, to the crucible of humanism in the Renaissance, to the legacy of the ancients, to the idea of the human being that France has forged over the centuries, and with it the ideas of freedom, emancipation and education”. Where most people indeed know the Declaration and recognize its importance, the Chief of State even grounds France’s attachment to HR in its ancient and varied History. The latter is described as relying on always progressive and humanitarian notions, and lays the idea that France is substantially, intrinsically, a –if not the– country of HR. This identity is albeit not presented as only historical, as the HR were “then repeatedly reaffirmed and reinterpreted by our country”.

This specific and extraordinary bound entails “special duties on us [French]” in the President’s words, which leads to the second aspect mentioned. On the other hand, he indeed stresses the major role that France held and holds to render HR effective worldwide. To Macron, its central position is exemplified by the fact that French territory welcomed the UDHR adoption –Paris, and still welcomes the ECHR headquarters –Strasbourg. The last elements could be seen as random, however not for the President, who states that “it’s no accident”/ “it’s not insignificant”,
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136 Macron, E., Speech by M. Emmanuel Macron, President of the Republic, to the European Court of Human Rights, Strasbourg, November 1st 2017
but that it reflects France’s special posture. The latter is also supported in Macron’s speech by the great role of Frenchmen themselves: René Cassin, on the UDHR and other, and by another “Frenchman – the second judge after René Cassin”, on the Convention binding nature.

This official presentation of France is also relayed in the State documents and websites: the Ministry of Europe and Foreign Affairs presents France as “always [having] had a special role in the area of human rights”, stressing once again its global influence in the field by having “inspired the 1948 UDHR and continu[ying] to fight today for human rights worldwide, both through its leading role on the Human Rights Council and through it action at the Security Council”\(^\text{137}\). It is described as “a priority for France’s foreign policy”\(^\text{138}\), and the country is presented as willing to participate to the protection worldwide not only as a random actor, but as a leader: “France wants to set an example”\(^\text{139}\). This expression was actually also present in the above evoked Macron speech to the ECHR, a repetition that shows the clear pretention and ambition of France in this regard. An ambition that can however only be upheld if the country has very high HR standards itself: a contested reality in the terrorist threat era, as the second title will underline.

This idea that France has a greater role to fulfill, an enlightening influence to bring on to the world, is very rooted in the society under what is called France’s “rayonnement” – radiation. The concept has been much used by French patriots and “feeds on historical myths”\(^\text{140}\) such as the ones previously mentioned. This image of France has notably been cultivated by the Général De Gaulle, who always spread his “certain idea of France”\(^\text{141}\) as a leading country, ahead of its time.

The HHR image can only feed on this more general aspect, to gain even more weight.

National symbols

Nations are not natural, they are constructed and cultivated\(^\text{142}\). In order to foster nation’s unity around a common identity, the State must use different tools. One of them relies on the role of symbols\(^\text{143}\). Indeed these identity and unity are abstract, and for the citizens to grasp it, it helps

\(^{137}\) Ministry of Foreign Affairs website, “France and the UN”, diplomatie.gouv.fr

\(^{138}\) Ibid, “Human rights”

\(^{139}\) Ibid

\(^{140}\) Rudorff, R., supra note 53

\(^{141}\) De Gaulle, C., Mémoires de guerre- L’Appel:1940-1942, Poche, 2010

\(^{142}\) Thiesse, A.M., La création des identités nationales, Seuil, 1999

that they hold on to some tangible, precise elements: “symbolising the collective is an essential element for this imagined community to become a strong and powerful reality”\textsuperscript{144}. National symbols therefore aim at representing the country in a way that makes citizens want to identify and claim they belong from it. They often rely on strong events of the national History, supposedly representative of its deep identity. Those symbols therefore are connecting selected past events to the present –a feature reminding the CM process\textsuperscript{145}– as to legitimize the nation’s existence.

It is particularly interesting to consider French national symbols in regards to the HHR image, and the elements composing it. Indeed French history is very rich and varied, and the country’s symbols could reflect numerous aspects of its achievements or cultural renowned features. Nevertheless, it appears that the national emblems\textsuperscript{146} almost all actually refer to this image: either for the 1789 Revolution, or to the value of liberty that the latter is representing. The Revolution is indeed the transparent basis for the national holiday, \textit{July 14}\textsuperscript{th} –date of the storming of the Bastille in 1789, symbolizing the popular uprising which overthrew the monarchy. In the same vein, the national anthem \textit{la Marseillaise} is a war song but written as revolutionary France got under attack\textsuperscript{147}, and they had to defend the liberty and values that was just won: it became a symbol of the fight for freedom. The \textit{Faisceau du licteur} is again a symbol of the Revolution during which it represented the French unity to defend their liberty\textsuperscript{148}. The national motto speaks for itself: \textit{Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité}, once again born in the Revolution, it encompasses the basis of all HR even nowadays. Finally, as many countries have a human personification, France has \textit{Marianne}. Sometimes represented as a warrior at the Napoleon era, she is however mostly the mother of civilization and liberty\textsuperscript{149}. She wears the Phrygian cap –or Livery cap, symbol of Roman freed slaves, and is particularly interesting regarding France HHR and all the elements that have been exposed in this part. As Raymond Rudorff analyzed it, she “illustrate the idea that France is a country with a mission which is to contribute to the spiritual and material welfare of the world”\textsuperscript{150}, and “the light that Marianne radiates [cf French
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[rayonnement] in the world has been given various definitions as culture, civilization the art of living, liberty, human dignity and rights, fraternity” ¹⁵¹. Such references to these glorious values in a country's allegory could be thought common. However, as a comparison, Germany's Germania is a strong warrior ¹⁵², England's John Bull a jovial farmer ¹⁵³, and US' Uncle Sam represents the State and often the military ¹⁵⁴, to cite a few.

All those elements and interpretations are then taught to the new generation of French citizens in history books ¹⁵⁵, and perpetrate the HHR image through national official symbols.

The collective memory construction that has been exposed in the French case – through transformation or forgetting of past events on one hand, and emphasizing and glorification of flattering parts of national history on the other – is of course not specific to the country. It is a common mechanism. Nonetheless France’s case is particularly interesting for two reasons. First because the memory that is cultivated fosters this identity of HHR. The latter is important to consider as 1) it is very strong and spread amongst the citizens’ minds, and 2) the standards it says to uphold are very ambitious. Secondly because, when a when declaring to aspire being a HR “role-model” for others, the State’s reality cannot afford to contrast with these standards – even less than another country. Yet, the current terrorist threat era led French authorities to take measures which question how well France is respecting this requirement.

¹⁵¹ Rudorff, R., supra note 53
¹⁵² LeParisien, “Dictionnaire: Germania“, leparisien.fr [seen on July 2]
¹⁵⁴ National Museum of American History website, “Uncle Sam”, americanhistory.si.edu
¹⁵⁵ Rudorff, R., supra note 53
PART II

A CURRENT DRIFT CATALYZED BY THE TERRORIST THREAT: REALITY MISALIGNING WITH THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY

‘The state is always looking to limit liberty,
and a terrorist emergency provides a fine opportunity’\textsuperscript{156}

Jeremy Waldron

Regarding this particularly strong and flattering collective memory that France upholds still nowadays, it is only relevant to question the country’s current situation. Indeed, since 2015 and the series of terrorist attacks that shocked even the global society, the government has taken securitarian measures that were denounced regularly for their liberty-threatening propensity.

For a nation praising itself as being the HHR, such a drift would prove even more problematic than it already is alone, as it claims to set an example on HR issues. This Part acknowledges the reality of the terrorist threat that led to a reaction (1), but wishes to challenge the content, and adequacy of the radical measures that were chosen (2). Indeed, the stake is real, as it would appear that France’s response to terrorism actually could embody another threat that the original terrorist one: the threat of counterterrorism (3).

CHAPTER 1
RESPONSE TO NEW CHALLENGES

It is not the first time since 1789 that France is confronted to challenges –whether it was on its soil or not– and it is each time a test for the country to prove it is, in fact, the HHR it claims to be. Challenge indeed for, factually, it is hard to deny the importance of the terrorist threat weighting on France nowadays (1). However, while this reality tends to lead hastily to a classic analysis – and response– through the liberty/security dichotomy (2), it might oversee the real nature of the threat (3), elements yet indispensable to then assess the French counterterrorism measures in the following chapters.

1.1. CONTEXTUALIZING: A “NEW“ TERRORISM ERA

In order to assess the response that are the counterterrorism measures, it is indispensable to be aware of the events they are said to be responding to: i.e. the security issues following the “new” terrorist threat. The critical assessment and nuancing of this threat will happen hereinafter, however this part will aim at providing an overview of the indeed new situation in which the debated measures occurred. Terrorism has been defined by the UN as “criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking of hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a population or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any ac existed for one cannot overlook the reality of the new context”\(^{(157)}\). Such activities have been perpetrated for centuries, however a switch has undeniably occurred, at least in the Western world’s psyche\(^{(158)}\), with the 2001 9/11 attacks on the World Trade Center in New-York, US. The enormous casualties –human and material, along

\(^{(157)}\) UN Security Council, S/RES/1566, 2004
\(^{(158)}\) Sageman, M., Misunderstanding terrorism, Uni of Pennsylvania Press, 2016
with the horrific images that spread in a few hours around the world– led to what can be called a new era of terrorism: “the world ha[d] changed irrevocably”\textsuperscript{159}.

While France was impacted by this post 2001 global context as others, the internal switch happened years later as it has become itself since 2015 the target of terrorism, in a way it never experienced previously. On January 7\textsuperscript{th}, two Islamist terrorists broke into the satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo’s headquarters in Paris and killed 12 persons and injured 11\textsuperscript{160}. Two days later, another attack led to 4 deaths in a kosher supermarket\textsuperscript{161}. The number of casualties is not the element to focus on here, but more the shock\textsuperscript{162}, indignation and anxiety that the attack created among the population: it is indeed in this sense\textsuperscript{163} that the attack marks the beginning of the new era for France\textsuperscript{164}. The events led to an unprecedented climate of fear and suspicion, which was however balanced by an as unprecedented moment of national union, when the whole country marched peacefully on January 11\textsuperscript{th}, under the motto “Not afraid”\textsuperscript{165}. A situation necessarily impacting the HHR and disrupting its core values.

Nevertheless, the shift really happened\textsuperscript{166} on November 13\textsuperscript{th}, when another tragic event occurred with three concomitant attacks in Paris: at several cafés’ terraces in a popular area of the city, in a crowded concert hall, and next to a full stadium. The casualties this time rose up to 130 killed and 351 injured\textsuperscript{167}: “the bloodiest terror attack in French history”\textsuperscript{168}, leaving the country in a tremendous state of shock. As the French society seemed to recover slowly from the latter, it was yet undeniably confirmed less than a year later, on French national day –July 14\textsuperscript{th} 2016– when a truck drove into the crowd of Nice city inhabitants gathered to celebrate: 87 killed, 434 injured\textsuperscript{169}.

\textsuperscript{160} This attack was analysed to be a response to repeated caricatures of Mohammed prophet on the paper’s frontpage
\textsuperscript{161} Wyke, T., “Paris shootings: Hostages killed at Jewish supermarket named”, \textit{International Business Times}, January 10 2015
\textsuperscript{162} Le Parisien, “Attentat à Charlie Hebdo : la France sous le choc”, leparisien.fr, January 7 2015
\textsuperscript{163} A quantiative comparison with 9/11 casualties would indeed be of no relevance here
\textsuperscript{164} Kepel, G., \textit{Terror in France : the rise of Jihad in the west}, Princeton University Press, 2017
\textsuperscript{165} BBC News, Paris attacks: Millions rally for unity in France, bbcnews.com, January 11 2015
\textsuperscript{166} Hecker, M., Tenenbaum, E., France vs. Jihadism: The Republic in a New Age of Terror, IFRI, 2017
\textsuperscript{167} de Pratontal, M., “La liste des victimes des attentats du 13 novembre”, Mediapart, November 18 2015
\textsuperscript{168} Neiberg, M.S., “No More Elsewhere: France Faces the New Wave of Terrorism”, \textit{The Washington Quarterly}, 40(1), 21-38, 2017
\textsuperscript{169} Le Monde, “Le bilan de l’attentat de Nice porté à 86 morts”, lemonde.fr, August 19 2016
1.2. CHALLENGING THE CLASSIC LIBERTY/SECURITY BALANCE

Usual dichotomy

May it be in the US society in 2001 or the French one from 2015 on, such a brutal and frantic threat creates a feeling of insecurity that cannot be left unaddressed by the political sphere, notably the government. As so many mechanisms of our current State system and societies, this takes its root in the concept of the social contract. Still a cornerstone of modern moral and political theory, it has been theorized notably by T. Hobbes, then J. Locke and JJ. Rousseau, later J. Rawls. Despite numerous differences amongst those thinkers, the main idea stands in the legitimation of the State’s authority in an original contract, by which men partially and willingly ceded their liberties for the protection of this State. Posterior thinkers came to challenge this major concept on notably feminist or antiracist grounds. However the basic theory remains central and appears of crucial importance when addressing terrorism issues.

While Locke justifies the contract on liberal grounds and Rousseau as to pursue the general interest, it is Hobbes’ version that is the most relevant to our study. Indeed his contract aims to end a “warre (sic) of everyone against everyone” and is therefore justified on securitarian grounds: the State is the guardian of its citizens’ security. In the terrorist context then, when they feel this security threatened, a similar mechanism can occur than for the original contract: sacrificing some of their liberties. The balance between these two core values, both encompassing basic human rights, is an ancient issue that has been abundantly written about.

How to strike a balance between national security and civil liberties has then become a central debate in terrorism studies as “the core political values of liberty and security are especially

170 Leviathan, 1651
171 Two Treatises of Government, 1689
172 Du Contrat social ou Principes du droit politique, 1762
173 A theory of justice, 1971
174 Simplified, for the purpose of this subpart
175 Pateman, C., The Sexual Contract, 1988
177 Ball, T. et al., Handbook of Political theory, Sage Publications, 2004
178 Hobbes, Leviathan- Chapter 14, Cosimo Ed, 2009
pertinent to an analysis of responses to terrorism”¹⁸¹. Debate however recently rose as to the sense in putting so much emphasis on the balance in this terrorist context.

**Increasing criticism**

While this dichotomy is profusely used to justify the supposed unavoidableness of liberties’ restriction in the terrorism response, this binary opposition is increasingly challenged by politicians and scholars. Indeed, what was so often presented as mutually exclusive notions now tend to be addressed differently. For Mark Neocleous¹⁸², this said inevitable balance is “an essentially liberal myth, a myth that in turn masks the fact that liberalism’s key category is not liberty, but security”¹⁸³. Jeremy Waldron¹⁸⁴ also questions this balance as it has “connotations of quantity and precision”¹⁸⁵, although it is impossible to assure that a given restriction on certain liberties will, for sure, effectively reduce the terrorist threat. Subsequently the author ferociously criticizes giving up liberties “for the sake of purely symbolic gains in the war against terrorism”¹⁸⁶. On other grounds, Claudia Aradau¹⁸⁷ highlights the illusion of this balance in the context of the war on terror, where not only “liberty has been largely shrouded in silence”¹⁸⁸ compared to security considerations, but where the latter also undermine equality standards –by justifying a special treatment for terrorism suspects. While the liberty/security dichotomy normally serves to ground securitarian drifts in the social contract logic –as shown above¹⁸⁹-, she deconstructs these assumptions. Indeed, for her, the social contract itself loses its meaning when “equality and freedom […] are relegated outside the boundaries of the Leviathan”¹⁹⁰.

The literature on this issue is prolific, and questions every time more the classic justification in securitarian arguments for undermining liberties. These arguments are abundantly used by the political sphere to ground the necessity of counterterrorism measures, but they are also still deeply rooted in the citizens' psyche. This leads them to not only accept more easily such measures, but even to demand them. To get back to the French case, 84% of the population in
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¹⁸² British Professor in social and political science
¹⁸⁴ New Zealand Professor in law and philosophy
¹⁸⁵ Waldron, *supra* note 156
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¹⁸⁷ British Professor in international politics
¹⁸⁹ Cf. I.2. … *Usual dichotomy*
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November 2015 was in favour of “a certain restriction of their liberties to better guarantee security”\(^\text{191}\). This result exemplifies to what extent this liberty/security balance is enshrined in people’s mind, even though the existence of the dichotomy is broadly questioned by scholars. The government also greatly relied on this balance, hammering that “security is the first of liberties”\(^\text{192}\) – and illustrating Aradau’s point on the unbalanced balance at liberty’s expense.

1.3. REASSESSING THE THREAT OF TERRORISM

Threat to life

The post-2001 and more specifically post-2015 events led to a situation, in France, where the terrorist threat is undeniably real and needs to be addressed. However in order to respond efficiently to a threat, one must be aware of the nature and impacts of it, and terrorism is no exception. Indeed, it is very often taken for granted in counterterrorism rhetoric that 1) terrorism threatens security, and 2) in an exceptional and massive way. These elements are the ones that grounds the justifications for liberties’ restriction, as an evident product of the balanced evoked above. Regarding these consequences, it is only logical that such assumptions should be challenged and assessed. Jessica Wolfendale\(^\text{193}\) notably brought this issue as she highlighted that, in counterterrorism rhetoric, terrorism is said to threaten “security, lives, values, freedom, democracy, and the existence of civilization itself”\(^\text{194}\) however with “little clear explanation of how and why”\(^\text{195}\) it is so. As it is the security argument that is mostly used as a reason for undermining liberties, it is the one that would need the most explanation. The threat to security is understood as a threat to life: indeed citizens lost theirs, randomly, unjustly, in those attacks. But this terrorism’s threat to life is presented as exceptional, as greater than those posed by war, invasion, accident, natural disasters, criminal activity\(^\text{196}\). In fact, how else would the radical counterterrorism measures be defended, if not for the exceptional character of the threat it is

\(^{191}\) Ifop, Les réactions des Français aux attentats du 13 novembre, November 2015


\(^{193}\) This part will partly rely on her analysis in Wolfendale, J., “Terrorism, Security, and the Threat of Counterterrorism”, Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 29(7), 753-770

\(^{194}\) Wolfendale, J., “Terrorism, Security, and the Threat of Counterterrorism”, Studies in Conflict & Terrorism, 29(7), 753-770

\(^{195}\) Wolfendale, supra note 194

\(^{196}\) Wolfendale, supra note 194
responding to? Nevertheless, in spite of its brutal, random and shocking aspect, terrorism when put in a broader picture does not fit with this discourse—as this 2013 global death toll underlines:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threat</th>
<th>2013 Death Toll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children under 5 (all causes)</td>
<td>8,087,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tobacco (2011)</td>
<td>approx 6,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child undernutrition (2009)</td>
<td>3,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight and obesity (2011)</td>
<td>2,800,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcohol (2011)</td>
<td>2,500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrheal diseases (2008)</td>
<td>2,360,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air pollution (indoor and outdoor, 2002)</td>
<td>2,360,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV and AIDS (2008)</td>
<td>1,776,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Road traffic accidents (2008)</td>
<td>1,209,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaria (2012)</td>
<td>1,200,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide (2008)</td>
<td>782,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal violence (2008)</td>
<td>535,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Childbirth or pregnancy-related disease (2008)</td>
<td>358,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed conflict (2008)</td>
<td>63,910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism (2010)</td>
<td>13,186</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual terrorist threat to life is therefore real, but far less important than many others. Its exceptionality can then be said to lie in the future casualties it may cause; but here again it appears far less lethal than other future threats—e.g. pollution. Then another argument postulates that terrorism needs a specific hard response because of the potential use of mass destruction weapons. Yet this possibility is actually very low—there is for example a way higher probability that these weapons are used by a state. Despite these factual elements, in France for example the threat is still considered as extremely important. To give an idea, 68% of my survey's respondents qualified the current terrorist menace from “high” to “very high”.

**Threat to psychological safety**

Threat to psychological safety is the other obvious impact of terrorism, inherent to its nature as it
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is even the linguistic roots. “Terror” originates from the Latin “terrere”: to frighten. As it was underlined in the “Contextualizing” part above, it was not the number of victims of the first 2015 Paris attacks – i.e. the concretization of terrorism’s threat to life – that operated a switch in the French situation. Indeed, compared to other threats to life on national soil, the 12-17 deaths appear derisory: e.g. 263 road deaths in January 2015, 56 000 in whole 2015. Compared to other terrorist attacks globally, same: compared to massively covered attacks such as on 9/11, where almost 3 000 died; and even compared to almost ignored attacks, such as on January 30th 2015 in Pakistan where 60 people died.

The first 2015 Paris attacks targeted very specific categories of persons: satirical journalists and Jewish people. The overall population not belonging to these, they most likely did not react as they did in great fear for their own lives. Above fear, it was shock and indignation that rose at the time. It is not irrelevant that the French people that gathered on the night of the attack on Charlie Hebdo’s were described as “shocked, revolted, frightened” in the media, in this order. The aftermath of November 13th 2015 and July 14th 2016 slightly differ from this. It was after these attacks that the complete and insidious effect of terrorism occurred to most people. Victims were as diverse as they were random: relaxing at terraces, partying in a concert hall, assisting a sport event, celebrating national day. Everyone had become a target. It is in this sense that terrorism can indeed be addressed as a special threat, as it creates a climate of “anxiety and fear in the target population [that] threatens [their] psychological well being”. Jessica Wolfendale exposes three main reasons for this specific impact: 1) nature of the attacks: visible, shocking, random; 2) newness of the threat: usually scarier than old ones; and 3) malevolent act: desire to inflict hurt – this was said to explain the specific devastating effect of 9/11, where the attacks where perpetrated obviously as to take the maximum of lives. This third element is crucial to
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understand the impact of terrorism\textsuperscript{210}, as one is more likely to be psychologically affected by harms caused by someone’s active ill will than by other types of harms\textsuperscript{211}. Karen Jones considers this situation as a significant disturbance of one’s basal security\textsuperscript{212}: “the unarticulated affective sense of safety and trust through which one (sometimes unconsciously) judges and assesses risks[…] regardless of the statistical likelihood of a risked event occurring”\textsuperscript{213}.

The French case is no exception. The attacks’ frequency and the targets’ haphazardness instilled a very tense national atmosphere heavily affecting the citizens psychologically\textsuperscript{214}; and studies concluded that the attacks worsened the citizens’ expectations about the future for example\textsuperscript{215}.

All these elements considered, while the threat to life is indeed inherent to terrorist attacks for they kill, the deaths/injuries are merely a mean and not the goal, as “in terrorism proper, the causing of fear and coercion through fear is the objective”\textsuperscript{216}. Since this fear is the one disturbing basal security –psychological safety, it is the threat to these –and not only the threat to life– that should be considered with more thorough attention. Consequently, effective counterterrorism measures should address both the threats by aiming at reducing this fear, primary goal of the terrorists.

\textsuperscript{210} Notably compared to other threats to life
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CHAPTER 2
NORMALIZATION OF EXCEPTIONAL MEASURES

Now that the stakes and nature of the threat posed by terrorism have been clarified, it is time to expose the French government measures to counter this threat since 2015. This is the part where the HHR should display its apparent special commitment to HR considerations.

Yet this chapter will demonstrate the progressive normalization of the emergency measures by the 2-year-long state of “emergency” (1), then by the latter’s partial enshrinement in a new 2017 law (2) which worryingly embedded, in French common law, several liberty-threatening measures (3).

2.1. ENDLESS STATE OF EMERGENCY

Debated concept

The state of emergency in France is provided for in the commonly called 1955 Law217, passed to respond to the Algerian war context218. It provides for a possibility of extended powers to the State representatives, who were facing “insufficient means of law” to deal with the situation, as is stated in the explanatory memorandum of the law219. The first article defines two applicable cases: “imminent danger resulting from serious breaches of public order”220 and “events presenting, by their nature and gravity, the character of a public calamity”221. The wording dates back to 1955. It was defended by the government back then as a response to the Algerian crisis, mentioned in the first Title222. However its application clearly appears, in fact, way more general, as it actually creates a state of exception potentially applicable to very different cases. Several major HR instruments recognize the principle of states of exception: international with the
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217Loi n° 55-385 du 3 avril 1955 instituant un état d'urgence et en déclarant l'application en Algérie
218War of independence of Algeria, then French colony, from its colonists: 1954-1962
220Supra note 217, Art. 1
221Ibid
222Cf Part 1, 3.1. History education
ICCPR or European with the ECHR\textsuperscript{223}, “in time of war or other public emergency threatening the life of the nation”\textsuperscript{224}. Nonetheless, state of exception is a very debated notion. Indeed, the powers it authorizes ignore the usual guarantees provided for in common law, guarantees that have been difficulty won and thoroughly elaborated. For this reason, it has been denounced regularly as likely to threaten several basic liberties and rights\textsuperscript{225}. An obvious problematic characteristic in the HHR frame.

Indeed the principle in itself is troubling, as the strong national legal structure, normally an all time minimum security, is temporary swept away for political considerations. This aspect has been developed notably by Giorgio Agamben, who defined the state of exception as “an ambiguous, uncertain, borderline fringe, at the intersection of the legal and the political”\textsuperscript{226}. This uncertainty it creates is most likely the most worrying and problematic aspect of it. Indeed, law is supposed to provide a given society with safety, frame and determined guarantees: this is precisely what the rule of law is about. This basic democratic principle, recognized as a pillar for all HR institutions, ensures that the society lives by a legal framework providing predictability, certainty, stability\textsuperscript{227}. The state of emergency tramples upon these rule of law guarantees, by temporarily –an essential feature yet debatable in practice, as we will see– authorizing a different legal framework, less protective of the population’s liberties. This idea contradicts the basic understanding of democracy, and the governments’ duty towards their citizens\textsuperscript{228}. The sole principle of this special regime appears then strikingly clashing with the HHR image of France, presented as a champion for liberties and democracy.

Nevertheless, the situation the country faced in 2015 was indeed shocking. An exceptional reaction can therefore be considered a logical option. If we were to assume that the French State acted in good faith, we cannot then hastily blame it only for using this exception regime, not without first looking into how it was used by the State.

\textsuperscript{223} Morand-Deviller, J., “Réflexions sur l’état d’urgence”, \textit{Le courant juridique}, 65, 75-85, 2016
\textsuperscript{224} European Convention on Human Rights, 1950, Art 15
\textsuperscript{226} Agamben, Giorgio, \textit{State of exception}, Uni of Chicago Press, 2005
\textsuperscript{228} Wahnich, S., “L’état d’urgence, l’art d’en finir avec la libre citoyenneté“, \textit{Sens-Dessous}, 19(1), 51-61, 2017
Two-year-long emergency

In the French context, the state of emergency, as provided for in 1955, has been declared a few time since then. Twice under the Fourth Republic –1955 and 1958, and five times under the Fifth –1961, 1985, 1986, 1987, 2005\(^{229}\). However three of those five were applied only on a restricted part of national territory, as the ones in the late 1980s’responded to situations in the overseas\(^{230}\). The others, as in 2015, applied to all the territory. The 1955 law empowers the administrative authorities to ban people or vehicles’ circulation in the places and at the times specified by decree\(^{231}\); to ban the stay in all or part of a department of persons seeking to impede the action of public authorities\(^{232}\); to put under house arrest\(^{233}\); to temporarily close places of meeting of any kind and to ban meetings likely to cause or maintain disorder\(^{234}\); to make surrender firearms and ammunition legally held or acquired\(^{235}\); to do searches both day and night\(^{236}\). The article 5 2° used to provide for the establishment of protection or safety zones in which the residence of persons was regulated, but it was declared unconstitutional an abrogated in 2018\(^{237}\).

Now that the state of emergency’s concept and implications have been briefly evoked, we can go back to the current situation. The regime was mentioned by the government after the Charlie Hebdo killings, but declared after the second major Paris attacks, on November 14\(^{th}\) 2015, for a period of 12 days\(^{238}\). However, this state of emergency was then renewed six times: in 2015 on November 26\(^{th}\) for 3 months\(^{239}\), in 2016 on February 26\(^{th}\) for 3 months\(^{240}\), on May 26\(^{th}\) for 2 months\(^{241}\), on July 26\(^{th}\) for 6 months\(^{242}\), on December 19\(^{th}\) –fixing the end for July 15\(^{th}\) 2017\(^{243}\).

\(^{229}\) Morand-Deviller, supra note 223
\(^{230}\) 1985, limited to New Caledonia ; 1986, limited to Wallis-et-Futuna ; and 1987, limited to French Polynesia
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\(^{235}\) Ibid, Art 9
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\(^{237}\) Conseil constitutionnel, Decision n° 2017-684, QPC, January 11 2018
\(^{238}\) Décret n° 2015-1475 du 14 novembre 2015 portant application de la loi n° 55-385 du 3 avril 1955
\(^{239}\) Loi n° 2015-1501 du 20 novembre 2015 prorogeant l'application de la loi n° 55-385 et renforçant l'efficacité de ses dispositions (1)
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and finally in 2017 on July 11th –fixing the end for November 1st 2017244, as it indeed, eventually, happened. The state of exception –exception justified as responding to emergency, therefore by nature temporary– lasted in the end for a total period of two years: a relative understanding of “temporary“.

2.2.INSTITUTIONALIZATION IN COMMON LAW

After these never-ending renewals, the state of emergency was finally called off in November 2017 by Emmanuel Macron. It was indeed one of the new President’s symbolic 2017 campaign promises245. However, while the end of the state of emergency has been greatly emphasized and publicized, the enshrinement of some of its supposedly exceptional measures in common law which ensued has been surprisingly discreet. Indeed, the President’s rhetoric would then make no sense, as he justified the end of the state of emergency on three grounds.

First, because the exception regime was not efficient, as he recognized himself in a 2017 interview246. An element that will be further developed hereinafter. Secondly, because it was not necessary, as the President affirmed that “the penal Code as it is, the powers of the magistrates as they are, can, if the system is well ordered, well organized, allow us to annihilate our adversaries [i.e. terrorists]"247. Indeed, the French legal system already has numerous documents tackling the specific issue of terrorism. The terrorism/security legislation can actually even be qualified as very/too prolific: almost ten texts were issued from 2012 to 2016248 only, each time restricting liberties in a securitarian motion, already worrying249. They for example extended the security forces’ right to use deadly force beyond self defense, in the case of terrorist attack, while intelligence community grew 10% between 2014 and 2017250. However, France was considered, with its legislative arsenal, to have a successful counterterrorism strategy251. Thirdly, because the regime was liberty-threatening. The President indeed declared, in his first major speech in front
of the National Assembly in 2017, that he “will restore the French citizens’ liberties by calling the state of emergency off in autumn, for these liberties are the prerequisite of a strong democracy”\textsuperscript{252}. He therefore explicitly acknowledged that the measures contained in the state of emergency were useless, superfluous, and dangerous. How then would he justify their enshrinement in the common law?

Yet in fact, nourished by the fear of the French population, he defended the adoption of a new law to substitute and pursue to the state of emergency. Furthermore, the law has been pushed through the legislative process by an \textit{accelerated procedure} initiated by the Government in June 2017\textsuperscript{253}. This is broadly considered as an anti-parliamentarian –in a sense anti-democratic– procedure, in French constitutional law. The fact that the law was passed in this specific process then, is particularly relevant: it can be seen as the sign that the government felt the need to circumvent normal procedure and debate, as they knew the controversy of their law, and expected resistance. At all events, it was promulgated the day before the end of the state of emergency, on October 30\textsuperscript{th} 2017, as the “Law reinforcing the internal security and the fight against the terrorism”\textsuperscript{254}. It was approved by 415 votes to 127\textsuperscript{255}, unsurprisingly as the President’s party \textit{La République en Marche} overwhelmingly won the previous legislative elections a few months before\textsuperscript{256}. For the rest of the Parliament, numerous left and right-wing MPs opposed the text, the former because the law went too far, the latter because it did not go far enough\textsuperscript{257}.

\section*{2.3. EXORBITANT POLICE POWERS}

\textit{Existence of the law}

The new 2017 law, only as a principle, appears worrying: apparently unnecessary to counter the terrorist threat, as the previous legislation is already prolific, it proposes to enshrine in common

\textsuperscript{252} Macron, E., \textit{supra} note 247
\textsuperscript{253} Official Government website, “Loi du 30 octobre 2017 renforçant la sécurité intérieure et la lutte contre le terrorisme: Où en est-on?”, vie-publique.fr, October 21 2017
\textsuperscript{254} “Loi n° 2017-1510 du 30 octobre 2017 renforçant la sécurité intérieure et la lutte contre le terrorisme (1)
\textsuperscript{255} Franceinfo, “L’Assemblée nationale adopte par 415 voix contre 127 le projet de loi antiterroriste”, francetvinfo.fr, October 10 2017
\textsuperscript{256} L’Obs, “Vers une écrasante majorité REM”, nouvelobs.com, June 11 2017
\textsuperscript{257} Les Echos, “Loi antiterroriste : comment votre député a voté”, lesechos.fr, October 4 2017
law some measures created to be temporary. Indeed this is the raison-d’être of the state of emergency: an exceptional situation commanding an exceptional reaction, for a limited period of time. These specific features are the one legitimizing—even if this legitimacy is contested—such strong and radical measures. But where is the exceptionality if those measures actually make their way into the permanent legislation? Can an emergency situation be perpetual? But even beyond this apparent paradox in the principle of the law itself, the precise measures it enshrined have been multiply denounced. Already at its draft state, criticism rose nationally and globally from various sources. The media broadly pointed at the worrying normalization of the state of emergency, at the national level: Le Monde258, Mediapart259, l’Humanité260; but also the global one: New York Times261, the Guardian262, BBC News263. It was also rejected even more radically and vehemently by the activist sphere and major NGOs such as Human rights watch264 and Amnesty International265. Even the United Nations experts urged France to “bring counter-terrorism law in line with international rights obligations”266: special rapporteur Fionnuala NíAoláin indeed warned about provisions endangering rights to liberty, security, freedom of assembly and freedom of religion267. The impact of France’s doing is not relevant only for internal reasons, as another UN rapporteur Michel Forst declared than France needed “to do better so it doesn’t inspire bad practice in other countries”268. This potential influence is not without pointing out the HHR image of France developed in the first part, but which in the present case would actually display an opposite example.

In order to understand in what way(s) the new law is dangerous and liberty-threatenining, a more precise analysis of its mains measures must be exposed. We will briefly go through the four problematic elements—corresponding to the four first articles of the law—, then comment on the
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267 Cited in Chrisafis, supra note 262  
268 Cited in Chrisafis, supra note 262
broader/underlying issues that the latter imply. These comments will rely on the 2017 document, and on several reports issued by HR and legal institutions just evoked.

Content of the law

Regarding the instauration of protection perimeters (art 1269), the provision’s existence itself is questionable, as the French criminal procedure Code already grants the power to decide some to the public Prosecutor, and to judiciary police agents. Adding a new provision providing for an existing measure is already worrying, as it threatens the citizens' legal certainty. Now on the content, risks of abuses exist at least on two grounds. First as the wording is vague: the provision requires a “risk” of terrorist acts because of the “nature” or the “high frequentation” of the given place or event, but without requiring any specific circumstances characterizing a precise threat. Second, as the article does not precise any maximum duration for the perimeter to last.

Regarding the closure of places of worship (art 2272), two main problems arise. First, here also the formulation is unclear and too broad as the article authorizes closure of places where circulates “ideas and theories [provoking/praising terrorism acts etc.]”. This vagueness leaves the final appreciation to the administrative authority, with a notable risk of subjectivity and arbitrariness. Second, this broad mention of “ideas and theories” can threaten freedom of conscience and of religious worship.

Regarding house arrests (art 3275), the article is the one enabling the most liberty-restricting measures, and presents three main issues. First, its measures are indeed extremely constraining – prohibition to leave a given perimeter, obligation to regularly report to the local police, etc. – and normally exclusively pronounced against individuals under investigation, i.e. against whom have already been gathered incriminating evidence. Yet the article provide for the same measures against just suspects, and suspected on the basis of “note blanche” issued by the administration itself: the same authority therefore issues the “proof” and makes a judgment on it, without the judiciary judge being involved at any point. Second, the article is applicable to “any person”.

269 Supra note 254, Art 1
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which can refer even to a minor. Regarding the problems just evoked, the fact that minors enter in the provision's scope is necessarily worrying. Third, once again the wording remains very vague and encompassing: “serious reasons to believe that…” for example, which is very vulnerable to interpretation.\(^{276}\)

Finally regarding the *searches and seizure* (art 4\(^{277}\)), the article provides for measures extremely invasive for privacy, notably seizure and exploitation of data contained in any computer system or terminal equipment. The same way that for the article 3, these are measures preexisting in French law, but 1) ordered by the judiciary and 2) against persons already under examination\(^{278}\). To transpose them for only suspects, and in a preventive goal, again appears really worrying. Furthermore, the provision empowers the administrative authority to decide on searches and seizure, which are normally restricted to the sole judiciary prerogative\(^{279}\).

This analysis was succinct, nevertheless many problems within the law easily strike. In order to understand them fully, it is important to underline one core feature of the French system, which is very sharply divided between its administrative –preventive– and judiciary –repressive– police. Their goals being different, their powers are different, and subsequently so are their limits and checks. The whole system is built on this particular organization, in a way to protects individuals from being subject to measures without beneficiating of the attached guaranties\(^{280}\). The four measures exposed above repeatedly and substantially blur this division. By doing so, it weakens greatly the guarantees and checks that are essential to prevent civil-liberties to be undermined. The threat appears even greater as the formulation chosen in the provisions are often vague and enable an extensive application of those\(^{281}\).

In the broader picture now, this law and the state of emergency it prolongs appear dangerous as they actually represent a bigger threat that the one to the specific suspects' liberties just evoked: the threat of counterterrorism.
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CHAPTER 3
EMBODIMENT OF THE THREAT OF COUNTERTERRORISM

The measures described above are not problematic only for they undermine the specific civil liberties of those arrested, searched, etc. This is already a great issue, but they even need to be set in a broader picture, and questioned thoroughly. The negative implications of this securitarian drift, if extracted from the deft counterterrorism rhetoric, could represent a potential new threat – additional to the terrorist one it is said to counter (1). Indeed, while the measures struggle to demonstrate their efficiency (2) they do demonstrate their facilitating role for abuses (3) and their fostering role for division amongst society (4).

For the purpose of this part, counterterrorism measures will be addressed on a general level, and on a practical level with the French case. As the 2017 law is still very recent and its application limited for a significant analysis, the State’s reaction since 2015 –i.e first in the state of emergency’s frame– will be considered.

3.1. ADDRESSING THE THREAT OF COUNTERTERRORISM

The expression may seem provocative or overstating, as counterterrorism is precisely supposed to be the mean to fight the threat, the solution and not the problem. Yet, even if said for security purposes, they do are undermining basic and long-won liberties –as exposed above. In this regard, one should not let the emphasized exceptionality, gravity or novelty of the terrorist threat prevent him or her to address the potential danger of those measures, in turn. However this aspect is still mostly unquestioned, and even in the academic sphere there seem to remain a reluctance to criticize the potential negative consequences in a strong way. Yet, History provides various examples of how the undermining of “the right to privacy and the right to legal counsel as well as [...] the use of torture, secret trials, and even executions”282 have in the past been justified in the name of fighting terrorism. In the French case, a notable –and dreadful– example is the one

of the Algerian war events, already evoked above\textsuperscript{283}. Indeed this context has seen numerous and very grave cases of torture by the French army, broadly justified on counterterrorism grounds. As one French General\textsuperscript{284} of the time recalls, this justification could legitimize any measure: “respect for the rule of law and the niceties of legal procedure were irrelevant [to their minds] given the crisis situation”\textsuperscript{285}.

Furthermore, counterterrorism rhetoric can ground broader negative consequences than the “sole” liberties infringements of the suspected terrorists, mostly three\textsuperscript{286}. First, the counterterrorism measures very often imply legislative changes. The latter are justified as a response to the “exceptional situation” the country is experiencing at the time, however these changes, when they concretize in the common national law, are most likely to not be removed later: “temporary measures introduced in the late 1970s in Northern Ireland to fight the Irish Republican Army, and in Germany to combat the Red Army Faction had remained in force unchanged”\textsuperscript{287}. Howbeit the justification does not stand anymore: if the terrorist threat fades, the measures lose their basis; and if the threat remains, then 1) the situation is not “exceptional” anymore and 2) the measures proved ineffective and need to be reassessed. The French case is particularly relevant on this aspect, as the state of emergency’s renewals led to a 2 years “emergency” situation; and now enshrined temporary-thought measures in the common law to last –and probably outlast the terrorist threat it is supposed to respond to now. Secondly, counterterrorism measures have a tendency to affect a very broad range of individuals, among which a very high amount of innocents: those against whom exist reasons to believe that they are terrorists –a very large and problematic appreciation, as shown above; but also their friends, family, acquaintance. And all these potential targets of counterterrorism measures will be likely to see their liberties and rights undermined. All criminal investigation might involve innocent people, however the counterterrorism frame entails very specific and lightened guarantees –justified for they aim to apply to terrorists, but that would in fact restrict liberties of a way wider spectrum\textsuperscript{288}. Thirdly, counterterrorism measures are likely to endanger basic democratic values and principles. Indeed where the social contract places the State as its citizens’ protector, guarantees for the citizens
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against this State’s potential abuses have then become the basis of democratic regimes\textsuperscript{289}: e.g. with the fair trial and the right to privacy. Yet, such protections are significantly eroded in the counterterrorism spectrum, respectively by the relaxing of the criminal system’s rules and by mass surveillance tools’ broadening/normalization. In an analysis of the US post 2001 case, authors indeed found that “conditions of security threat [in the terrorist context] activate authoritarian predispositions”\textsuperscript{290}. In this context, it appears only natural that counterterrorism measures and its impacts, justified by the State on security grounds, should be thoroughly examined.

3.2. CONTROVERSIAL EFFICIENCY OF COUNTERTERRORISM MEASURES

\textit{Fighting the threats}

The first step to examine counterterrorism measures’ legitimacy is, logically, to question their effectiveness to address the threat: as stated by the OHCHR “States have a duty to take effective counterterrorism measures”\textsuperscript{291}. If not effective, they are either useless –in the best case– or harmful –as they entail restriction to liberties for no valid purpose. In fact even in the first case, as they would suppose the inutile use of public money and resources, they can be considered as harmful as well, for the latter cannot be spent on other issues in need. For the French case anyway, this study has exposed the undeniable infringement to civil liberties in the spectrum of the state of emergency and now the 2017 Law. But in spite of this high cost for liberties, and cost of public resources, there is little discussion going on the effectiveness of the measures. Yet to be able to be justified, it appears only logical that they would at least have to be proven effective to counter the threat of terrorism –keeping in mind that proven efficacy may not suffice, for the reasons exposed in the previous part\textsuperscript{292}, as “even what is effective in protecting the safety of […] citizens and their property may be unwise because of its effects on the historic set of arrangements which preserved our democratic liberties”\textsuperscript{293}. As established above\textsuperscript{294}, the latter
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threat encompasses 1) a threat to life and 2) a threat to basal safety. The counterterrorism measures therefore have a **twofold objective**: reducing the likelihood of deaths/injured people by terrorist attacks on the one hand, and reducing the climate of fear and anxiety created by these attacks on the other. Assessing this efficiency is unanimously considered a very complex and challenging task\(^{295}\), however some elements can be gathered in order to have an overview of how well the measures are fulfilling their goals. Regarding the first objective – *threat to life*, quantitative data would be of little relevance. Indeed as stated above, whether a terrorist attack kills 10 or 1000 people, it can still represent an exceptional threat. The counterterrorism measures’ goal to address the threat to life is then not to reduce the actual number of victims, but to improve the efficiency in combating the terrorists’ networks and neutralizing potential future terrorists. Nevertheless the efficiency of usual counterterrorism measures in this regard have been greatly contested – mostly based on the American situation\(^{296}\).

To get back to the French one, studies do not display a brighter success\(^{297}\) – still bearing in mind that data is hard to collect and analyze, and the evaluation period still limited as the starting event occurred three years ago. At all events, efficacy assessment of the security measures until now reveals quite a negative outcome. The overall inefficiency of the state of emergency has been underlined by many actors\(^{298}\), and even admitted by the government itself in June 2017: “[the SOE] does not enable to effectively fight terrorism”. More specifically in October 2017, “according to the latest figures from the Ministry of the Interior, more than 4 600 administrative searches have been conducted in two years: they led to nearly 1 000 judicial inquiries. However [...] only 23 procedures were opened by the antiterrorist section of the public prosecutor's office of Paris”\(^{299}\). House arrests’ efficiency has likewise been broadly questioned\(^{300}\). Regarding other issues, as the increased deployment of French armed forces on national soil, the conclusion is similar: while the military was undeniably burdened, again “the deterrent effect was not evident”\(^{301}\). Now considering the effectiveness of the measures on the terrorist threat to the citizens’ *psychological safety*, the outcome may seem better. Indeed, regardless of the actual –
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overall– inefficiency to fight terrorism, the only fact that the government is taking measures can satisfy the population. Seeing the armed police/military in the streets, hearing about new measures increasing the security and the terrorists hunt, all this participates to them feel that something is being done and that the situation will necessarily be better handled from now on.

*Increasing the threats*

Beyond this first practical assessment, the measures taken by the State in the counterterrorism spectrum can even be questioned further. Indeed, while the securitarian climate can have a reducing impact on the population’s fear –therefore effectively address the threat to *psychological safety*– they can also have the total opposite effect. France has not experienced a new major attack since Nice’s in July 2016 two years ago. Nonetheless military have become a daily and omnipresent sight in all cities –10 000 soldiers were mobilized since 2015, as have searches and security precautions when going to a mall, concert hall, ordinary event, etc. Reminders of the terrorist threat –and of its gravity, exceptionality– are everywhere, at all times, imposed on the citizens. Withal, the political discourse itself is considerably cultivating the climate of fear and anxiety, as in the media: “how a population perceives the threat of terrorism is largely a product of how the media and the state choose to represent the threat”.

The media is indeed constantly addressing the issue to respond to –or maintain– the public demand, their incessant coverage and use of alarming terms incontestably contribute to the overall tense climate. Some media cover differently, in a more informative and critical way, albeit all pursue a commercial objective. However the State normally should have no such aim –that could be converted in electoral strategies’ dynamics– but has a duty to address the threat of terrorism: therefore to aim at reducing the fear it generates.

Yet state actors are also talking of the issue in alarming and belligerent terms, emphasizing the threat’s dangerousness and using extensively the lexical field of fear. This trend is exemplified in the French former President Hollande’s speech after the November 13th attacks: “horror”,

---
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“terrible”, “terror”, “scare”, “dread” (3), “afraid”\textsuperscript{309}, etc. This is a classic feature of the counterterrorism rhetoric: the State’s “deliberate creation of fear and anxiety”\textsuperscript{310}. The situation appears then quite surreal when summing up previous elements exposed in this thesis: 1) the terrorist threat is largely one to the citizens’ psychological safety, 2) the latter is endangered by the fear and anxiety generated by terrorism, 3) the State’s role is to protect its citizens, which it claims to do through counterterrorism measures, 4) counterterrorism measures and rhetoric actually foster a climate of fear and anxiety amongst the citizens. This last element has been denounced by scholars and media, in the American context for example\textsuperscript{311}. In the end, it indeed appears that where counterterrorism is justified to fight terrorism, it ends up having a similar harmful impact on the population.

Considering the other threat, the threat to life, the counterterrorism measures—which efficiency to fight the threat has already been underlined—can also have a reverse effect. When undermining civil liberties with extensive police powers and lightened procedural guarantees, all citizens are not equally potential targets. Indeed if they are in theory, in practice an overwhelming affected category is the Muslim community: “the majority of the people put under house arrest or whose homes were searched are Muslims and persons of North African descent”\textsuperscript{312}. As it will be further exposed hereinafter\textsuperscript{313}, this situation foster national contempt and suspicion towards the alienated community, and a sense of injustice and rejection from the Muslims themselves. Yet such feelings and climate can only foster, in turn, radicalization and terrorist risks on national soil, nourished by this hate and unfairness\textsuperscript{314}. On a longer term then, counterterrorism measures addressing the threat actually participate to enhance it. Again, this was also noticed for the US case where “first, many of these interventions did not have a statistically discernible effect on reducing terrorism across time and, in some cases, led to increases terrorism”\textsuperscript{315}. The French case unfortunately appears to align as well.
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To close this overview of counterterrorism (in)efficiency, it is interesting to go back to the liberty/security balance justification of those measures for a parenthesis. The two previous parts highlighted 1) the overall debatable efficacy of counterterrorism to fight the threats entails by terrorism and 2) the actual fostering impact of the measures on these threats. Therefore not only counterterrorism can be addressed as a liberty problem –by undermining civil liberties, as shown in the previous part\(^{316}\)– but also as a security problem –by not addressing the threat properly or even increasing it. The latter security problem furthermore leads, in turn, to endanger more the citizens’ liberties.

### 3.3. ABUSES IN NON TERRORISM-RELATED CASES

The increased powers confided in the police forces’ hands –by the SOE and now the 2017 Law– are not problematic only because they theoretically misalign with basic democratic principles and guarantees; they are because they lead, in practice, to facilitated abuses in the counterterrorism measures spectrum. These abuses are a major concern when addressing counterterrorism issues, and balancing HR considerations with counterterrorism measures is as difficult\(^{317}\) that it is necessary\(^{318}\). Indeed, even if justified on security grounds, therefore to protect the citizens, they lighten limitations and barriers cautiously erected precisely to protect those citizens from State potential abuses. The danger lies in the second element being cloaked by the first one: i.e. the danger of overlooking the unchanged threat of possible State’s abuses, because of the emphasis put on the novelty/exceptionality/gravity of the terrorist threat. Yet it is not because a new threat rises that previous threats disappear: the fact that terrorism is real does not make it less likely that the State might overstep and abuse its powers. When lightening the guarantees such as in the SOE’s frame, this still present possibility (of abuses) was temporarily relegated to a back tier: and in the 2017 Law’s frame, not just temporarily anymore. In general/global reflection and critical assessment of counterterrorism, the extent of these abuses can reach extremely grave cases: “abuses of human rights are considered an important negative impact of such strategy [counterterrorism]. In many cases, tortures, intimidation and so are used to not only collect information about terrorism organization but also to punish terrorists […]
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human rights abuses have mounted in such forms such as forced interrogation, unlawful killings and arbitrary detention. Such clear abuses have indeed historically been legitimated on the terrorism fight basis, as stated above.

Regarding France’s case however, the abuses do not belong to these obvious violations of HR – such as unlawful killings or torture cases– but concretize in borderline interventions, in less striking and more insidious drifts. Since the 2015 first SOE declaration, such abuses have occurred and been regularly denounced by HR institutions. The specificity of counterterrorism measures are justified on the specificity of the terrorist threat. Nonetheless in various cases, French authorities actually used the delicate measures to address totally independent matters, therefore losing any valid legal ground to justify their actions. HRW published in 2016 a scathing report highlighting such cases: it exposed multiple cases of non-terrorism related individuals “subjected to abusive searches or placed under house arrest, as well as human rights activists and lawyers working in affected areas”. Their conclusion is adamant, stating that “the police have used their new emergency powers in abusive, discriminatory, and unjustified ways”. Amnesty International also underlined these abuses, clearly encroaching liberties such as the right to freedom of movement, employment and access to health. Beyond the particular –and grave– infringements to the concerned individuals’ liberties, these abuses also considerably jeopardize democratic values. Indeed several cases brought to the public attention displayed the use of counterterrorism measures to impeach demonstrations and activists, seriously threatening the basic right to assembly: “hundreds of decrees were issued under the emergency laws, banning public assemblies or individuals from protests”. One of the most striking event happened around the Paris climate summit –COP 21– in 2015, where 24 climate activists were put under house arrest under the emergency laws. Rights to protest and assembly can of course be restricted –and they should be– in order to protect public order, however this should be
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“necessary and proportionate to the purported aim”\textsuperscript{326}, which does not appear the be the case with the French authorities’ actions\textsuperscript{327}. This drift exemplify this –albeit quite radical– thought that security is “a concept so ideologically loaded in favour of the state that any real political thought other than the authoritarian and reactionary should be pressed to give it up”\textsuperscript{328}.

3.4. MUSLIM ALIENATION, POPULIST DISCOURSES

\textit{Alienation of the Muslim community}

As evoked above, one of the main negative sides of counterterrorism measures and rhetoric are their discriminatory impact on the Muslim community –in the case of nowadays Jihadist terrorism. Amnesty France concluded in 2016 that “some emergency measures amount to discrimination against specific groups, especially Muslims, based on their religion or beliefs”\textsuperscript{329}. And in fact the great majority of the measures have had Muslims as targets\textsuperscript{330}. It is true that these given religion and community do not constitute an irrelevant element in the current fight against terrorism. Regarding the main attacks France suffered since 2015, all terrorists were indeed Muslims and claimed to fight “in the name of Allah”. The religious element therefore has to be taken into account, nevertheless not blindly and excessively broadly. In fact, more that Muslims, the criminals were radicalized: “the Kouachi brothers who attacked the \textit{Charlie Hebdo} staff had been trained in Yemen by the local Al Qaeda branch, while Abdelhamid Abaaoud who was behind the 2015 November attack had travelled to Syria to fight with the “Islamic State” (IS)”\textsuperscript{331}. Ferociously attached to its particular laïcité principle, France was shaken as “the attacks fueled the increasingly heated debate about the public display of religious symbols inside the country”\textsuperscript{332}.

Overall, the society’s suspicion and hate towards the Muslim community was undeniably impacted: in 2015, 2536 incitements and 905 Islamophobic acts were registered, 18.5\% more
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\textsuperscript{331} Samaan, J-L, Jacobs, A., “Countering Jihadist Terrorism: A Comparative Analysis of French and German Experiences“, Terrorism and Political Violence, 2018  
\textsuperscript{332} \textit{Ibid}
than in 2014. The state of emergency’s impact has been striking, as stated—and documented—by the French Collective against Islamophobia: “abuses of the state of emergency manifested themselves from the first week of its establishment [by December 2015, the collective was handling 225 SOE-related cases]. Weakening of justice at the benefit of the police has led to arbitrary decisions.” As a result of the counterterrorism measures—albeit not only as will be shown hereinafter—the French Muslim community, which was already experiencing previously delicate situations and discriminations, feels treated like the public enemy. And indeed, HRW 2016 report states that “all the measures that HRW documented [for SOE abuses] targeted Muslims, Muslim establishments, or halal restaurants.” Islamism tends now to be at subjective risk, in the absence of objective crime. Not only are these cases problematic because of their arbitrary and discriminatory tendency, but also because they are counterproductive to address the terrorist threat. Indeed, while the Muslim community seems to be excluded from the society and main subject to counterterrorism measures and abuses, they could actually be a strong asset to combat the terrorist threat in helping with identifying local terrorism threats based on radical Islam. Once again then, counterterrorism measures tend to fail to address the threat in an efficient way.

**Populist discourses**

Above the practical and individual discrimination experienced by Muslim community, the situation is fostering further threats at a national scale. The climate of terror, initiated by the attacks and emphasized by the State and its counterterrorism rhetoric—plus the media coverage, tend to foment political discourses based on hate, division and exclusion. All political parties feed on current situations, experienced by the country, to ground their propositions and gain or ensure their electorate. However—and strikingly in the 2017 Presidential election context—the terrorist threat and the focus on the Muslim community was a real anchor point for the populist extreme right party Front National and its current leader Marine Le Pen. She was although not
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the only one, as the right wing party Les Républicains, led by François Fillon, notably drifted towards the securitarian and reactionaries positions likewise\textsuperscript{340}. At all events, the situation was emphasized and became the breading ground of populist and racist positions, a general tendency underlined by the UN in 2017: “counter-terrorism measures are fuelling racism”\textsuperscript{341} in a “renewed platform for right-wing populist rhetoric”\textsuperscript{342}. Le Pen indeed used intensively 1) the terrorist attacks to promote fear and suspicion and 2) the fear and suspicion to justify her implacable immigration and security policies: her presidential programme 2\textsuperscript{nd} point –out of 7– is “A safe France”\textsuperscript{343}. Only 5 out of 144 propositions are explicitly addressing terrorism issues, however the latter clearly tinged her whole campaign, notably on immigration\textsuperscript{344}: “revoking the nationality by birth principle”, “reducing legal immigration” –notably through family reunification, etc. She restlessly focused her discourse on immigration, terrorism and security, as an intrinsically tied triangle, and accumulated false/distorted truth to support her (non) logic\textsuperscript{345}.

The threat that France faces since 2015 Charlie Hebdo is real, and need to be dealt with. However this overview and succinct analysis of the current counterterrorism measures taken by the French authorities expose, if not only but substantially, their overall inefficiency and dangerousness. While enshrining provisional measures into the common French Law –an already problematic point– the extended powers given to the police undeniably threaten long acquired liberties and their usual protection. Moreover, the measures' impact appears even broader that those specific consequences, by influencing the French system more globally: embodying the threat of counterterrorism.
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PART III
AN INADEQUATE RESPONSE CLOAKED BY FRANCE’S IMAGE?
RETHINKING THE COLLECTIVE MEMORY PROCESS

The two first parts of this thesis established on the one hand a cultivated collective memory, rooted in the citizens’ mind, presenting France as the HHR; on the other hand a current securitarian drift with the counterterrorism measures chosen by the governments since 2015, and threatening numerous liberties and values supposedly constitutive of the HHR image. At this stage, two elements have then been underlined. First, the overall inadequacy and dangerousness of current French counterterrorism measures, second, the contrast between the latter and the HHR image that France upholds still today, therefore its hypocrisy.

Now this last part will aim at assessing the possibility that these two elements not only are in contrast, but also interact. In other words, it inquires the possibility that they impact each other mutually, in different ways. While a full scale quantitative empirical research was not possible within the scope of this study, the following theoretical and empirical arguments point into this direction. They will be exposed in awareness that further research is needed to fully confirm this established likelihood, and will be nuanced by the consideration of other influent parameters.
CHAPTER 1
REACTING TO TERRORISM IN THE HOMELAND OF HUMAN RIGHTS

The contrast between France HHR and the State's reaction to the terrorist attacks has been underlined. However the two elements actually appear to not only oppose, but impact each other. Indeed while the attacks, and their politization by the government, reignited the image for the French society (1), this image represents a standard that could either lead the citizens to be critical, or to be blind, about the current counterterrorism measures and their dangerousness (2).

1.1. IMPACT ON THE IMAGE

Popular reaction

As it was mentioned above\textsuperscript{346}, the successive attacks on France gave rise to a major reaction from both the society and the government. The former (society) was embodied in enormous popular gatherings, such as the January 11\textsuperscript{th} peaceful march in 2015, or the ones that followed the November 13\textsuperscript{th} attacks all over the country, along with thousands of online and other reactions from the citizens. The latter (government) took the shape of political discourses, and of the counterterrorism measures that followed. When analyzing these reactions, it is interesting to see how France’s HHR image was actually often at the heart of the debate. This is closely linked to the targets chosen by the terrorists, for indeed “most of the attacks in France were [...] attacking symbols of French identity and lifestyle”\textsuperscript{347}. The Charlie Hebdo’s attacks aimed at satirist, irreverent, free journalists and caricaturists –and their staff. They were killed not as random targets, but most likely to be punished for what they publicly wrote and how they represented the prophet Muhammad\textsuperscript{348}. The terrorist attack was therefore not shocking so much for the deaths it caused, but for the message it gave: the freedom of expression it trampled. That was notably the most striking aspect in the January march. It is not irrelevant that the gathering

\textsuperscript{346}Cf Part II, 1.1. Contextalizing
\textsuperscript{347}Samaan, J-L, Jacobs, A., “Countering Jihadist Terrorism: A Comparative Analysis of French and German Experiences“, Terrorism and Political Violence, 2018
\textsuperscript{348}L'Express, “Charlie hebdo caricature Mahommet“, lexpress.fr, 2015
occurred under the name of “Republican march”\(^\text{349}\). The French population indeed instantly rose as one, of course in protest of those lives unjustly taken, but most of all to defend their basic values: the keyword being ‘liberté’. The mobilization was colossal: with 4 million people, it constituted by far the greatest national gathering ever identified in the history of France – compare with the 1 million at the liberation of Paris in 1944, or with the 1,5 millions when France won the football world cup in 1998\(^\text{350}\). It was undeniably a moment of national unity, in Paris and in the provinces, with no distinction of ages, political views, professional backgrounds, religions, etc\(^\text{351}\). National identity was asserted permanently, through flags, signs –such as “Marianne is Charlie”, songs –la Marseillaise in the first place, locations –people first gathered at the place de la République, around the statue personifying the French nation, etc.\(^\text{352}\) All the core official elements symbolizing the nation were exposed and claimed. As one French mayor declared: “C’est la France qui est là”\(^\text{353}\) –that could be translated by “This is France, who is there”.

This unity occurred as people gathered around what is common to them and what they felt was under attack: all the usual internal diversity and frictions faded to celebrate France’s most core HR values. France’s HHR was everywhere. The starting point was the freedom of expression, precisely flouted by the journalists’ killings, and that was defended on hundreds of signs\(^\text{354}\) and symbols –bleeding pens, etc. Others were exposing the basic features of France HHR, as developed in the first Part\(^\text{355}\), with an omnipresent “liberty”, and marchers praising their “just and fraternal society”\(^\text{356}\), saying “we have to defend our liberty”\(^\text{357}\), brandishing a huge luminous solidarité sign\(^\text{358}\). Some others referred to historical bases of the HRR image, showing how present these elements still are in the society’s collective memory, and how connected they are to the image and France’s identity. Notably, some signs proudly named the marchers “the new
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resistance”359, while at various occasions, le Chant des partisans, a notorious resistance song, rose from the crowd360. Regarding the post November 13 attacks now, the reaction was analogous, albeit less unique as Charlie’s march already happened. The victims this time were carelessly drinking with friends, partying, celebrating, and in sum enjoying the freedom provided by their French culture and laws. It is at least in this sense that the attacks were understood, as aiming at these values of liberty. People rose to defend them once again: “we will stand up to defend our values of freedom, equality, fraternity and solidarity”361. On the July 14 attack, people were also celebrating, but on a very specific occasion: national day. What was considered under attack was then the freedom always, but also France in itself, with again all it represents.

Political discourse
The idea that the attacks aimed at France because of its HHR values was, however, not –at least not only—initiated by the population, but also very much stressed upon and encouraged by the political discourse362. The latter indeed emphasized the idea that the terrorists aimed at our core values; republicanism, democracy, liberties, etc.: elements constitutive of the HHR image. Hollande’s speech on November 13th363 strongly emphasizes this link between the attacks and French HR identity, already in one of its first sentence: “It was because they were France that they were shot. It's because they were the freedom that they were massacred”. The formulation’s parallelism presents the two entities as one, interchangeable, synonymous. The exact same mechanism occurs a bit after: “the youth of France, the youth of a free people”. Hollande later again reaffirms the country's "determination to defend liberty". The latter is however not the only HHR value evoked, several others are mentioned across the speech: "humanity", “dignity”, “fraternity”, “solidarity”, “tolerance”, etc. The President then underlines the role of the State itself for upholding these values: “our duty is more than ever to make these values live”, and reaffirming the rule of law as French essence: “with our forces, those of the Republic, with our arms, those of democracy, with our institutions, with the Law”. Hollande gives a comprehensive

360 Videos of the Charlie Hebdo marches: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XkK4WssYikA ; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCjr09L9FuI
362 Understood as the discourses and speeches of politicians
363 Hollande, F., Discours d'hommage aux victimes du 13 Novembre 2015, Hotel des Invalides, November 27 2015 / The following speech quotations are all retrieved form the same source
presentation of France as the HHR, also mentioning its enlightening and influent status for the outside: “a great country, proud of its history, its way of life, its culture, its rayonnement, its universal ideal”. All the core elements of the HHR image are here, and stressed upon. Three days later, the President went on, summing up this position, affirming that “Daesh […] is fighting us because France is a country of freedom, because we are the birthplace of human rights”\(^{364}\). As exposed in the first part, the cultivation of this collective memory aims at strengthening the national unity. This objective is an all-time one for the State, but even more in troubling times, and is also visible in Hollande's speech when he hammers: “we are one and unified Nation, driven by the same values”. As developed in the first part, again, these elements tend to foster a greatest national pride, and indeed the French case is no exception: one third of the French population said to feel prouder of their country after the January 2015 attacks and the national reaction that followed\(^{365}\).

This HHR image was greatly vivified by the French attacks, cultivated by the government and felt strongly by the population. And the image was used by the former not only to react to the attacks themselves, but also to introduce/justify the upcoming counterterrorism measures that were to be taken. As a conclusion of his speech, which praised France's HR values and urging at their defense, Hollande indeed announced the “logical” next step: “we can count on the Parliament to adopt all the required measures to defend the interests of the country, in a spirit of national harmony and respect for fundamental freedoms”. A respect that was quite relative in the end, as it was established in the second Part.

1.2.IMPACT OF THE IMAGE

_Dual function_

Now regarding the possible impact of the HHR image on the French situation, two main avenues need to be exposed. First, the image can play a critical role. The idealized image in this case stands like a high standard, to which every situation, decision, action, is compared. Indeed the fact that France presents itself –and upholds this image in the national collective memory– with

\(^{364}\) Hollande, F., Speech by the President before a joint session of the Parliament, Versailles, November 16 2015

\(^{365}\) L'Express, “La fierté d'être Français gagne du terrain depuis les attentats et la marche”, lexpress.fr, February 2 2015
such important HR standards entails that its actions are examined in a very demanding way. This is notably how the media uses the HHR image indeed. The expression is broadly employed in this context, 76% of my survey's respondents already read or heard it from a media source. While the phrase is used to praise France in most school or official discourse content, the media often brings it up in order to confront it to a contrasting reality: i.e. to denounce France's situation. Journalists and commentators indeed use the expression by questioning it “France, HHR: reality or scam?” or to underline a worrying drift: “The ‘HHR’ thinking of getting itself a Guantánamo”. The mechanism is also used by scholars or others: “HHR, really?” etc. The image could have the same impact for the citizens, who would require their country to live up to its well-known image and therefore be more critical about its actions. As mentioned in the first Part, history education, along with the use of symbols etc. fosters a strong national collective identity. But history education also purposefully promotes and implements democratic values, civic behaviour, HR standards amongst the citizens. Indeed, by raising awareness about one's rights and liberties, and the role they played in the past, history education gives pupils a sense of how important these rights are: i.e. why they should be defended. This education then associated with the HHR image should provide the citizens with a particularly critical mind when assessing their government's actions in this light.

Nevertheless the HHR image can also have a legitimizing/blinding role. The citizens are brought up with, and then surrounded by, references to the alleged historical and current high HR standards upheld by their country. In consequence, it is difficult for them to really consider the potentiality of a significant infringement of those by the State: that State that precisely bases its core identity on these values, and on the historical events that enshrined them in the French society. Of course, France is a country of contestation—and the civil society is very critical of their government. As exposed in the first Part already, the French are known to be often discontent, and to show it: they regularly go out in the street to
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protest about many issues, as if it was a ritual\textsuperscript{374}. However these are very much about social issues: changes affecting labor condition, retirement policies, education system, etc\textsuperscript{375}. It however appears that, while citizens do demand high standards regarding these issues, they would not actually feel their core and basic HR threatened by the State. Because it is so enshrined in the collective memory, they would not consider a serious breach to these rights by the HHR itself.

\textit{Controversy on the content of the image}

There is an element worth mentioning at this point. The HHR image has been considered in this thesis as the presentation of France as promoting, protecting, and respecting HR. This implies, at first sight, the “HR” \textit{as we understand them in 2018}, in most modern –European and international– texts, which have enhanced their protection through the years. However, the French expression might have flaws in itself. That is, for the image originated more than 200 years ago, and still is justified broadly on these historical grounds, its content may not be as comprehensive and progressive as the understanding of HR usually is today. As it was exposed in the first Part, the HR regime that was installed in 1789 received several criticisms– notably racist and sexist– and was immediately trampled upon by the Terror\textsuperscript{376}. Still, it is this version that is taught on, and omnipresent in the republican symbols –Revolution, DRMC. In the end then, there is a possibility that the image may not always advocate for HR for everybody, but only for white privileged Christian French for example. The implication would be quite different indeed. This is however –for reasons explained hereinafter, not the position that the thesis is upholding.

\textsuperscript{375} Gauchemip, “Les grandes manifestations en France”, gauchemip.org, May 23 2018
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CHAPTER 2
A COLLECTIVE MEMORY NORMALIZING THE INADEQUATE RESPONSE?

Now that the potential mutual impacts of the HHR and the French reaction to the recent terrorist attacks have been exposed, the practical facts need to be analyzed more thoroughly. Indeed these facts show a very low criticism from the citizens towards the counterterrorism measures (1). This is surprising in the light of the traditional protest culture of the population, and demands explanations: a plausible one is precisely the HHR image, as a core part of CM and national identity, along with others (2). This element allows us to reconsider the way this CM is shaped and cultivated, in order to foster the society's immune system towards threats such as the actual one of counterterrorism (3).

2.1. CIVIL SOCIETY’S (NON)REACTION

Protests in France

As it was exposed above377, the criticism from the French HR organizations/institutions was unanimous, whether for the state of emergency or for the 2017 security law: for the latter, very critical reports were notably issued for instance by the French League of HR378, the French Defender of rights379, the National Consultative Commission on Human Rights380, and the Syndicate of Magistrature381. A great part of the media –although mostly from the left of the political spectrum– also rose to alert about the securitarian drift382. However, these actors have something in common: they are experts or at least interested in the topic, and must be informed and have an opinion on it. The majority of civil society, i.e. ordinary citizens, on the other hand, do not have these obligations, if their profession is not related to these fields. Yet, the fact that French citizens are not experts on a given issue do not usually prevent them from regularly and
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significantly get involved in socio-political matters, by standing up against State's actions or positions. This is indeed obvious through their culture protest, mentioned above: sometimes referred to as the “champion of strikes”\(^\text{383}\), France is indeed the country with the most numerous strike days globally\(^\text{384}\). The country regularly stands out as having the most important and visible protests among developed countries\(^\text{385}\), a peculiar national feature underlined by numerous scholars. Some even identify this contestational civil society as part of the country's collective memory, taking its roots –once again– in the 1789 Revolution\(^\text{386}\). Furthermore, such popular mobilizations are not only symbolic, as they often manage to disrupt the regime and lead to concrete legislative or policy changes\(^\text{387}\).

**Protests in 2017**

The state of emergency, then the 2017 Law were unanimously denounced as liberty-threatening by the HR institutions, and warned about in multiple media sources. In the context of highly developed protest culture and active citizenry that has just been described, one would then logically expect from the citizens to rise in force to oppose –or at least question– these major legal changes. Indeed, the law is threatening liberties and undermining the course of justice\(^\text{388}\). The same liberties that are the core of the HHR, that we established as so enshrined in the collective memory: “liberty” in France appears 13 times as a justification for the HHR image in the OS, “justice” four times\(^\text{389}\). In order to give an example of the usual national mobilization on different issues, two major waves of protest that occurred in France in 2017-2018 can be evoked. Both also reacted to the announcement of legal reform. First, protests against the “Labour Law” or “El Khomri Law”\(^\text{390}\) –from the Minister that carried it– which changed the Labour code and backtracked on several social achievements. At the least –from police figures, not the organisators’– 223 000 protestors gathered on September 12, 132 000 on September 21, and almost 6 000 on October 19\(^\text{391}\) when the movement already weakened. And these are only the
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most important of numerous others protests and movements on this issue. Then we can evoke the mobilization to support the migrants, notably in the context of the upcoming “Immigration and Asylum Law” – still debated, and contested notably by the left wing, for facilitating expulsion of migrants. Several actions have been organized in reaction by the French civil society: protests in Paris gathered a thousand people – again according to (usually conservative) police estimates – at the announcement of the law on April 16th 2018, more than one thousand on June 2nd, and several thousand people in Paris on June 17th.

In this context, when going back to the 2017 counterterrorism law and regarding the sharply criticized measures it contains, we tend to expect intensive and sustained protest. Yet, surprisingly, only two significant protests were organized to oppose this drift. The first one occurred on July 1st 2017, gathering only “several hundreds of people”. The second one, on September 10th 2017, was even worse, as it went almost unnoticed – even sources proving it actually took place are scarce. One of my survey’s respondent indeed deplored the feeble civil mobilization to contest the measures. Citizens’ overall passivity towards the counterterrorism measures also has been broadly noticed in the media, which observed that “the restriction of civil liberties raises little debate among the population.” Moreover, the law was even supported by a significant proportion of the citizens, 57% in September 2017.

2.2. IS THE IMAGE OF “HHR” AGGRAVATING THE THREAT?

**HHR image and counterterrorism**

On the one hand, the threat of counterterrorism exposed in Part II entails that the fear created by terrorism is used and emphasized by the State, in order to have the citizens put more easily their
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confidence in the government hands. Hollande indeed ended his November 16th 2015 speech asking for the “public’s trust in solving the crisis”\(^\text{401}\). This fear and confidence then enable the State either to act unnoticeably –for citizens are too preoccupied, either to justify more easily some liberty-threatening counterterrorism measures– on the still enshrined liberty/security dichotomy. On the other hand, the HHR image has contributed to building a strong collective memory which fosters national pride. As the latter is based on HR standards and values, it fosters a rarely questioned confidence of the citizens in the State, on the protection of these core values.

Regarding the very low protest activity to contest the yet strongly criticized 2017 law, it strikingly contrasts with the usual French effervescence. An explanation to this passivity could then lie in the HHR image itself. When going back to the two potential roles of the latter\(^\text{402}\), the first one (critical) has obviously concretized in the media and the reactions of HR organizations. However, regarding the society's overall acceptance, it could then be the result of the second role the HHR image plays (legitimizing/blinding). This possibility cannot be quantitatively assessed within the scope of this thesis, nonetheless it appears particularly consistent regarding previous historical reactions, and the special nature of terrorism and counterterrorism. Indeed, HHR image feeds on historical and cultural elements to foster pride and confidence in the State, while counterterrorism rhetoric feeds on terrorist attacks' fear and the HHR image to increase the same elements. Therefore the image facilitates the justification for counterterrorism: it is indeed no coincidence that official discourses ‘post-attacks’ emphasized the image of HHR so strongly. This part of French collective memory appears in fact a useful tool in the counterterrorism spectrum. It is in this sense that France's idealized collective memory through the HHR image might actually increase the threat of counterterrorism.

In order to give a more comprehensive view on this claim, a comparative stance is always useful. Some scholars for example compared French and German response to terrorism, and noted that the latter refrained from adopting measures as radical and borderline as the former\(^\text{403}\). And a major reason for it, to them, was the heavy legacy of two dictatorships because of which “the German security apparatus remained much more cautious not to encroach on the individual
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liberties of its citizens\(^{404}\). In this case, the idea of France's history given by its idealized collective memory\(^{405}\) is likely to have the opposite effect: backed by its glorious HHR image, France is actually freer to adopt contrasting measures, without raising significant doubts.

In the same vein, the HHR image appears to facilitate other threats such as the one of populism, notably with the rise of far right Marine le Pen. The 2017 presidential candidate indeed also used fear caused by terrorist attacks on one side, and elements of the HHR image –notably a glorified \textit{resistance} that she identifies with\(^{406}\) – to reach her goals. These are obviously different than the one aimed at by counterterrorism rhetoric, however the principle is the same. It highlights the potentially dangerous instrumentalization of the HHR image, for purposes actually squarely opposite to its apparent content.

\textit{Other factors}

The HHR image therefore appears like a facilitating factor for the realization of the threat of counterterrorism, and for the passivity of the French citizens towards this new law. The latter yet broadly threatens the liberties that constitute the image's core. Nevertheless, while this element appears to have an impact, it would certainly be simplistic to consider that it is the only one doing so. Two other main elements are worth mentioning. \textit{First}, the securitisation initiated by the government, and emphasized by the media. The term refers to the presentation of an issue as an existential threat, justifying emergency measures and the suspension of normal politics\(^{407}\). For this existential feature to justify the radical reaction, the securitizing actor –i.e. the State in most cases– must stress and emphasize the fear originally created by the threat. It is that fear, internalized by the citizens, that will make them more willing to accept, or even make them require emergency measures. And indeed, this process has been largely used in the French case since 2015, where the focus of security issues, linked to terrorism, is obvious. It has become the main topic of interest in the 2017 presidential campaign\(^{408}\). Furthermore, the words used to describe the events were alarming\(^{409}\) –yet we established in the second Part the relativity of
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terrorism’s threat to life in reality. All these elements contribute to make the population accept the measures in the first place, and then to normalize them. Their legitimacy has been so internalized, because of securitization and political discourses, that it comes to not be questioned anymore: in France, it has now indeed been more than three years since the first major attacks.

Secondly, because the population's majority actually does not feel that their own rights will suffer from these measures, as they have nothing to hide: the terrorist is the other. This aspect actually reminds of a global feature of criminal law: as long as it does not affect daily and common actions, which could target potentially anyone – e.g. driving offenses – the overall population tends to be indifferent. The indifference could actually become even support from a part of the population. Indeed, we established above that even the HHR image may actually not advocate for HR for everybody, but only for white privileged Christian French: the opposite of the potential target of the counterterrorism measures, mostly Muslim, non-white, immigrant, outcast. This argument however does not stand strongly at the national scale, as we evoked for example the significant mobilization to support the refugees and immigrants currently coming to French soil, or earlier mobilizations in support of sans-papiers. Furthermore, the attacks even had a reverse effect on islamophobic acts: they decreased by 36% from 2015 to 2016. The first two arguments – securitization/normalization and indifference – therefore seem to be the most plausible ones in explaining French passivity towards the liberty-threatening law, along with the HHR image.

2.3. BUILDING A MORE RESILIENT COLLECTIVE MEMORY

Considering that the HHR image indeed has this negative impact, it would appear as weakening the society's immune system to face threats such as the one of counterterrorism. It is then fundamental to think about how to correct this feature of French collective memory, in order for the latter to become fighter, more resilient. When going back to how this CM is shaped and cultivated at the national scale, the most obvious solution would be to nuance this HHR image.

---

410 Cf Part II, 1.3. Reassessing the threat of terrorism
412 Zarachowicz, W., supra note 303
413 Interview with Jérôme Karsenti, Criminal lawyer and activist, June 21 2018
414 Cf Part III, 1.2. Impact of the image, Controversy ...
415 French Collective against Islamophobia, Report 2017, CCIF, 2018
Indeed, if the idealized and flawless CM can harm the society's ability to resist such threats, then the way to reverse this trend would be to recognize the flaws in the country's history as well. That is on one hand, highlighting the glorious part of the French past, that make sense of the HHR expression –and that can foster the citizens' democratic values\textsuperscript{416}. However on the other hand, also recalling the less flattering parts, and stressing the dangerous paths that French history followed, even not so long ago. This more balanced history education should also be supported by a thorough historiographical work: studying how the French past is transmitted. This work is fundamental to deconstruct, and reconstruct, French CM is a stronger way\textsuperscript{417}: a necessity already spotted by several scholars, notably Pierre Nora with his colossal series \textit{Les lieux de mémoire}\textsuperscript{418}.

By raising a comprehensive awareness about the collective past, the population would become aware both of its strengths \textit{and} weaknesses. An element indispensable to know the necessary limits when facing a new national threat –as Germany's traumatic past is a major parameter to assess the country's reaction to one event or the other, a reminder of what could go wrong\textsuperscript{419}. France could benefit from an analogous process. Recognizing its history as a whole would be beneficial of course for the truth-value, and to avoid committing the same crimes again, \textit{but also} in order to have a more immune collective memory and national identity, more able to resist against threats, such as the one of counterterrorism.

---

\textsuperscript{416} Hamels, P-J, \textit{supra} note 371  
\textsuperscript{418} Nora, P., \textit{Les lieux de mémoire}, 1984-1992  
\textsuperscript{419} Samaan, J-L, Jacobs, A., \textit{supra} note 346
CONCLUSION

This study initiated from two main observations: first, the current and broadly denounced counterterrorism measures taken by France since 2015 Charlie Hebdo's attack; secondly, the apparent gap between these and the persistent –though rarely questioned– image of the country as the “Homeland of human rights”. From this starting point, the thesis aimed at challenging this image; at evaluating the reality of the counterterrorism threat; and in a less certain albeit more novel strive, at assessing the interaction between the former and the latter. In a global context where this type of radical measures tends to normalize in the fight against terrorism, such a questioning is necessarily relevant, and even more when put in parallel with the role and impact of the given country's collective memory. Indeed the latter is broadly addressed scholarly, however not so much in consolidated democracies' context. Yet the case of France, praising itself with having this special, pioneer and high standards in HR protection and promotion, although parallely following a worrying securitarian drift, obviously appears worth to study.

The first part unraveled the process of collective memory's construction in the French case, leading to this enshrined Homeland of Human rights image –mainly through transformation or forgetting of past events on one hand, and emphasizing and glorification of flattering parts of national history on the other. Such an ambitious self-presentation, sometimes even as a global Human rights “role-model”, should pressure the State to then upholds these standards. Yet the second part underlined, without appeal, the dangerousness of the current counterterrorism measures and rhetoric put in place by the French government, multiply threatening rights and liberties yet said to constitute the core of this Homeland of Human rights image.

The third and final part went further than exposing this already striking contrast, by addressing the potential interaction between the reaction to this terrorist menace and France idealized collective memory. This part, albeit limited in its conclusion for a full scale quantitative empirical research was not possible, established several strong elements supporting this interaction. One element was the undeniable impact of the terrorist events and counterterrorism rhetoric in bolstering France's Homeland of Human rights image. The second element –the impact of the image on the reaction to the attacks and the counterterrorism measures taken– was more nuanced: further research would be needed to fully confirm the findings. Nevertheless, the
demonstration supported an analogy between a recognized aspect of collective memory process, i.e. erasing problematic past elements

420 –when contrasting with France HHR image in our case; and a more novel one. Indeed, the actual situation in France surprises by its citizens’ passivity towards this securitarian drift, while they are usually known for their vivid protest culture. Elements gathered in the thesis then render likely that collective memory process does not only *erase problematic past* events, but is also likely to also *normalize/diminish current* problematic ones –in our case again contrasting with France HHR image: in practice, the dangerous current counterterrorism measures.

A more honest and comprehensive education, and representation, of national history could then for instance be considered a tangible way to remedy to this risky aspect of collective memory, that appears to numb the French society's ability to react and defend properly against new threats –although the HHR image is not considered the sole aspect impacting this ability. By acknowledging its errors as well as its successes, France would necessarily damage its idealized Homeland of Human rights *image*. However, such a choice could at the same time strengthen its society's immune system, and therefore make it more capable to defend an *actual* Homeland of Human rights. Nevertheless, this thesis has underlined the major role of the State in this process: it is the main actor instrumentalizing and beneficiating form this idealized image. The overall civil society's acceptance/indifference, towards the counterterrorism measures currently being enacted, actually provides a rather comfortable position for the French State. It keeps it from extentially justifying and refraining its securitarian drift. The collective memory process then appears to beneficiate to the State, and be controlled by it: a feature which proves damaging for the protection of the society's rights and liberties even in a consolidated democracy such as France, “Homeland of Human rights”.

---

420 As established in the first Part
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ANNEXE

SURVEY (ORIGINAL IN FRENCH)

Part I

1. Have you ever heard of France as "Homeland* of Human Rights"? * or country, cradle, champion, defender, etc. specify in "other"

   Yes
   No
   Other

2. If yes, where did you hear / read it?

   Media
   School / college / high school
   University
   Speeches / Official Documents (Government)
   Research articles (and NGO reports)
   Professional background
   Other

3. In what way was the expression used?

   Positively
   Negatively (to criticize the actions of France)
   Both
   Neutral way
   Other

4. Have you ever wondered about the purpose of this expression?

   Yes
   No

5. Does this image seem justified to you?

   (Not at all) 1 --- 6 (Totally)
6. For what reasons? (If no opinion: X)

Open question

Part II

7. The current terrorist threat in France seems to you ...

(Of minor importance) 1 --- 6 (Of extremely importance)

8. What do you think of the state of emergency? (need, efficiency, possible drifts, etc.) If no opinion: X

Open question

9. It ended on November 1st, did you know?

Yes
No

10. Are you aware of the new law of October 2017, "Strengthening Internal Security and the Fight Against Terrorism", which included some of the state of emergency's components in French permanent legislation?

Yes
No

11. If yes, what do you think? (If no opinion: X)

Open question

12. Do the topics in this survey matter to you?

(Indifferent) 1 --- 6 (Yes, very interested)

13. Please specify your age, occupation and place of residence
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